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Hitt conducts open forum
time
some
The event is handled like a
these problems could go comafter
he question-answer session. Some
pletely unnoticed by adminisSTAFF WRITER
arrived to the of the administrators prepare
tration until mentioned by the
On Monday, March 6, student body at the forum.
university in for the event by doing some
University President John C.
"[The open forum] is
1992, he has preliminary research, while
Hitt hosted an open forum, an always a good event when you
only
been _others merely show up, expectevent sponsored by the office have people show up,'' said
doing official ing a similar. line of questionof the president. The ~vent ~as Vice President Merck. "It helps
open forums ing. According to the represenheld on the second floor of the · to clarify problems and gives
for the past tatives, the event holds a rather
Student Union, and was wel- insight into problems unknown Hitt
few years. He typical line of questioning,
come to all members of the fac- [to administration]. It also
attempts
to with very little deviation from
ulty and student body.
explains things that may have conduct a forum twice a semes- what they expect.
In addition to President been improperly handled."
"Most [of the questions]
ter each semester, though it
Hitt, various other administrawere
good and what we
Although President Hitt appears that this will be the
tors, including Vice President has held forums with certain only one this spring due to
William Merck, Assistant Vice groups and organizations since scheduling conflicts.
HANDICAP, Page A-7
President Paul McQuilkin and
the University Provost Gary
Whitehouse, also attended the
event. The purpose of the open
forum is to bring the president
to the students, something that
doesn't happen often due to the
president's
usually
filled
schedule .
"The open forum helps put
the accent on the individual,"
said associate Vice President of
U~iversity
Relations Dean
McFall. "It helps to get that
small feeling back to the university."
The open forum is an
information-sharing event, giving students access to the top
levels of the university. In addition to making the president
more accessible to the students
.
.
.
•
PHOl'O BY HALEY CABRERA
and to clarify issues and concerns, the event also helps to Asiudent asks a question about Greek Park at the open forum held on campus March 6. Students, faculty and
bring unknown problems to the staff and the general public were welcome to attend the forum and voice their concerns and ask questions of
attention of administration; members of administration, including President Hitt.
MICHAEL ROBBINS
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Death Cab for Cutie
BAND ·INTERVIEW
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Who had UCF laughing?pg. B-7
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$2.5 million grant awarded to UCF-Civic Theatre
strengthen math and scienc·es facing year delay
project. To accommodate the
learning diversity of Florida's
six different regions, the instiWith a $2.5 million grant tutes' curriculum will be conFlorida ceived by a board of specialists
funded
by
the
Department of Education, that includes professional mathUCF's College of Education ematics and science organizawill aid nearly 3,000 total ele- tions, business and industry,
mentary and middle school content area experts and educateachers in improving their tional experts representing each
teaching skills.
region. The academy's main
The award, which is the goal is to provide more content
largest ever received by th~ to the mathematics and science
College of Education, will allow foundations for K-8 teachers,
some 500 teachers from each.of who tend to teach only the genFlorida's six school regions to eral information presented in
attend rigorous summer work- textbooks.
shops at institutes around the
Experts believe that the
state. The workshops are imple- project is important because the
mented by the state of Florida's· earliest stages of a child's eduArea Centers for Educational cational life are the most vital.
Enhancement.
"I believe that we lay the
UCF's
Academy
for foundation for all future learnTeaching,
Learning
and ing in those first years ... once
Leadership will coordinate the you value that responsibility,
JAMES NUNEZ
STAFF WRITER

it's hard to ignore it,'' said
Donna Leinsing, UCF's principal investigator for
the
Mathematics
and
Science
Professional Development .
Leinsing, coordinator for
UCF's Academy for Teaching
Learning, was an educator for
sixteen years.
She believes that the committee is focusing on what is
referred to "systemic change."
Instead of looking to the past
for guidance on educational
techniques, the committee will
use this project to discover what
will work in the future. Through
developing a more knowledgeable teaching staff, with help
from business and community
leaders, the project will attempt
to create innovative and effective educational techniques that
will benefit the students of
today's society.
'

LIBBY BAIRD
STAFF WRITER

UCF had planned to open its
new Civic Theatre facility in Loch
Haven Park to house its new graduate level theatre program in Fall
2001, but now it is expected to
open in Fall 2002 because of unexpected costs in renovating the 73year-old facility.
UCF took over the property
last August in conjunction with the
Civic Board, a non-profit organization, when the theatre discovered
that it was irreparably in debt. At
seventy-three years old, there are
some safety problems, as well as
fire codes which have been broken.
These and other renovations, such
as a defective air conditioner, have
led to the high price of the restoration. When the present UCF-Civic
board came into power, the estimate for repair was about two mil,

'

'

''

lion dollars. This figure would be
far less than the ultimate cost.
''The preliminary walkthmugh
showed two million dollars, but the
construction costs weren't included yet. We hired an engineered
firm to do an assessment and they
came back with a figure closer to
four million dollars," said College
of Arts and Sciences Development
Officer Dan Montplaisir about the
increase in renovating costs.
Board members first became
aware that the theatre would probably not make its fall 2001 opening
date a few months after the engineering analysis was done. The
only obstacles to the timely opening of the theatre are, predictably,
the lack of funds arid the time
needed to perfonn the necessary
construction work and renovations.
The most recent plan according
GRADUATE, Page A-4
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Around campus
Relay for Life
The American Cancer Society will
hold the fifth annual Relay for Life
Friday, Mar. 23 at 6:00- p.m. on the UCF
track. The relay is an 18-hour walkathon
designed to raise money for the
American Cancer society while increasing cancer awareness
Over 1,000 people have formed
ninety-nine teams representing businesses, civic organizations, clubs,
schools, and local communities to celebrate the fight against cancer at the
American Cancer Society's Relay For
Life being held at UCF, where organize~s hope to exceed the $164,000 raised
to combat the disease last year. For more
information contact Rich Sloane at
(407) 823-2465.

•

•

•

•

•

Hair donations needed
The American Cancer Society is
looking for people to donate ten or more
inches of human hair to Wigs For Kids,
a nonprofit organization providing hair
replacement solutions for children
affected by hair loss due to chemotherapy, radiation therapy or other medical
conditions.
Hair will be cut and collected at
Relay For Life, the American Cancer
Society's fund- raiser being held March
23-24 at the University of Central
Florida. Professional hairdressers from
Mr. B's Hairstyling, a salon located

adjacent to UCF, will be on hand .at
Relay For Life from 8-9 p.m. March 23,
to cut the hair.
To participate volunteers' hair must
be at least ten inches in length, clean
and dry. The collected hair will be sent
to Wigs For Kids in Rocky River, Ohio,
where it is offered to children 18 years
of age _or younger unable to finance a
hairpiece, and who have been referred
by a medical professional. Seven hairdressers from Mr. B's will be on hand at
Relay For Life to snip the locks; "nowaiting." Those wishing to donate hair
are asked to call the American Cancer
Society at 407-843.-8680, extension 308.
Trial Team tryouts
On Friday, March at 4:00 p.m., the
UCF Trial Team will be holding tryouts.
The requirements for Trial Team are that
the student must be an enrolled UCF
undergraduate student for Summer &
Fall 200 I and Spring 2002. Trial Team
is open to any" mijor
To sign · l1P ~,~for tryouts, 'stu4e11ts
must stop by r.oom IJPA
-On Mon'Qay,
. 318
.
...,......
March 19 and Wednesday, March 21 at
the following times : 8:30 - 9 a.m.,
10:00 -10:30 a.m. and 1:00 - 2:00 p.m.
or room HPA 316 on Monday, March
19, Wednesday, March 21 at the following times: 8:30 - 9 a.m., 11:00 - 11:45
a.m. or Friday, March 23 from 11 :00
a.m - 12:00 p.m. and also pick up a try.

out packet and pay a $2 fee.
Minority Graduate Fellowships
The Office of Graduate Studies is
now accepting applications for the following minority fellowships for graduate students:

tact UCF Office of Graduate Studies Financial Support in Millican Hall room
230 at 407-823-4337 or 407-823-6~97.

Paley Graces UCF
Writer Grace Paley will be on campus March 29 at 8 p.m. to read some o_f
·'·'=·;~ her sort stories, including The Little
UCF Foundation Minority Graddate Distarbances o{. Man, Enormous
Fellowship
":,.;.-.'<,~~"... _.-,"~:.;:;};%,.. ~~~~$~,~ ~t_,~!1~ -t-a~Uyynu!¢; !ust. ~s I
FG~ _G~,aduate Fellowsn1p -. 7. -V:: .;."'Thou~Y.t~~~Y· wntes mostlx -· pohtical
DelOres;A~pienne Fellowship·:.,,,:· · or personal -es·says, and has ·published
Florida A-&M: (FAMU) Feeder many bookS to date, the latest being
Fellowship
•.
Begin Again, a c.ollection of poetry. She
bas appeared once before at UCF, but as
Fellowship descriptions . and eligi- part of the World Writers series, not as a
bility requirements are posted on the solo feature. Paley will be in the UCF
Graduate Studies web site (www.gradu- Arera Skybox at 6:30 on March 29 to
ate.ucf.edu) under Financial Support I sign books before moving on to the
Fellowships I Fellowship descriptions I Arena at eight for her reading.
Minority fellowships at this address:
www.graduate.ucf.edu/pagegen/index.cf Contributing
m?PageID=32
If you have information or a brief you
To be considered for one of these
would like to contribute to the Future,
minority fellowships, students must
-mail it to editor@ucffuture.com or
-. complete
a
UCF
Fellowships
log on to www.ucffuture.com and
· Application (available at www.graduclick on 'Letter to the Editor.'
ate.ucf.edu/filebox/Fellowship_app.pdf)
and submit it to the Office of Graduate
Studies by March 30, 2001.
Complied from staff reports and
The UCF Graduate Fellowships
press releases.
Committee will meet in April to review
fellowship applications and determine
Libby Baird and Becki Panoff conaward recipients.
tributed to this report.
For more information, please con-
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Useless Facts of the Week
A McDonald's straw will
hold 7.7 ml, or just over oneand-a-half teaspoons of whatever you are ' drinking. This
. .. means that it would take
1
17,000 strawfuls of water to
fill up a 34-gallon bathtub.
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Summer and Fall class listings are now avaliable online at

•
•

http://ClassSchedule.ucf.edu. The Summer/Fall edition of the

Schedule Web Guide. your complete roadmap to POLARIS, the
academic and registration calendars. registration checklists, fee

•

schedules, policies and procedures is now available. Pick up
your copy at your college, school or department. Use the
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Registrar's Office, Millican Hall 161
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Central
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English word that ends in the
letters "mt"
complied from www.uselessknowledge.com
,: '

•

• • f~

Quote of t~-w~~lt~;·;~~;:t:
'"Women are made to be
loved, not understood." Oscar Wilde

I

A simple, moderately
i
severe sunburn damages the
. !
blood vessels to such an Born on this day
;. '. extent that it takes four to fl.f- March 21
f teen months f.or them to 1685 - Johann Sebastian Bach
return to their 'ttormal condi- .. ~():mpOser, · d: 1750
tion.
March22
Before they }nade their 1952 - Bob [Robert Quinlan] '
marks in entertainment, a Costas, sportscaster
number of actors worked in
the field of journalism: March 23
Candice Bergen was formally 1953 - Chaka Khan [Yvette ·
a photojournalfst; Sir Miehael Marie Stevens], singer
Redgrave and Patrick Stewart
\
Peter March 24
were
journalists;
1874
Harry
Houdini
;
O'Toole, Nelson Eddy and
1
Corne! Wilde were newspaper magician, escape artist, d:
reporters; Angela Bassett was 1926
a photo researcher at U.S.
News & World Report and Ali March 25
Tom
Glavine '
MacGraw was an editorial 1966
baseball
assistant at Harper's Bazaar.

Schedule Web Guide. Use POLARIS.

•
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Most cows give more
milk when they listen to
music .

March 26
1930 - Sandra Day O'Connor
U.S. Supreme Court Justice

Tigers have stripped skin,
not just stripped fur.

March 27
1963 - Quentin Tarantino
Academy
Award-winning
screenwriter.

"Dreamt" is the only
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Graduate program to be housed on College Friendships
worth
ke~ping
main campus until theater is finished
RUTH HEIDT
STAFF WRITER

FROM PAGEA-1

•

to Kathryn Seidel, Dean of UCF's
College of Arts and Sciences, is to
make the structure safe as soon as possible for such children's programs as
summer camps and classes. This will
cost an estimated one million dollars.
These programs should be up and running in the Loch Haven facility sometime by 2002. The partnership
between civic groups and a University
on a program such as this is based on
a Yale model, and has been widely
used nationwide.
While it is possible that the United
Arts of Central Florida may contribute
as much as $80,000 to the project to
fund children's activities, the responsibility of raising the rest of the necessary revenue falls on both UCF and
the Civic Board, and most donations
will be coming from private investors,
corporations and foundations. The
board's president, Pete Dagostino,
plans to raise between $3.2 to 4 million dollars to restore the theatre. So
far, the board has successfully raised
$530,000 and upon reaching gone
million will apply for a grant of
$500,000 from the state of Florida.
Renovation will begin once $1.2 million dollars has been raised.
· Since the new building won't be
open in time to make its fall debut, the

The concept of friendship has been around since
time began and yet it still hasn't been mastered. After
college, the world changes very rapidly for recent graduates. Everyone goes out into the world looking for jobs,
starting families and settling into their "adult" lives.
Many students begin to believe that college friendships are a waste, or that they serve no purpose if they
are just going to end eventually, so they look to romantic relationships instead. All of their emphasis goes
towards these relationships and the friends they might
have been able to keep are lost. When the relationships
end, they are left completely alone.
Does this mean that all hope is lost and every friend
you once had will disappear? Not exactly. The friends
might not disappear, but the terms of the friendship are
going to change. Not being able to see all of them everyday or talk to them as often as you would like to changes
·how "friends" are perceived. Friendship after college is
slightly different in terms of contact. The people you are
used to seeing everyday could possibly end up on the
other side of the country so new ways of communication
arise.
"I have all of my friends on my buddy list," said
UCF student Catrina Dupont, "if I didn't have instant
messenger I probably wouldn't be able to keep in touch
with half of them."
Instant Messenger has made friendships easier to
maintain. Just imagine having to write letters to all of the
people on your buddy list. Impossible? Most likely. After
awhile the list would get shorter and shorter until there
were only one or two left, who either you continue to

PHOI'O BY BECKI PANOFF

The empty dvic theater has sat unused whde plans for renovations have been
made. Renovations are now proiected to be about S4 million.
new graduate program will start off
occupying any space UCF-Civic artistic director Don Seay can find on an
already densely populated campus.
The new master's program will begin
with sixteen students, eight in acting
and eight in design.
The purpose of the partnership
between UCF and the Civic Board is
for both groups to be able to work on
theatric productions in their respective
seasons.
"Initially we hope to have two of
the three stages open for use in fall of

2002. There is a third stage which will
be available once the renovations are
complete," said Montplaisir.
The theatre is 48,000square feet,
and the cost of building such a structure would be far greater than the four
million it will cost to make this theatre
ready for use. The Civic Theatre is a
way for UCF to get involved with
local non-profit organizations. While
productions will begin in the new theater in 2002, campus residents can still
expect to see their share of theatric
performances.

TECHNOLOGY, Page A-10
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Check out Central
Florida's hottest part-time,

summer, and internship
employment opportunities.

Student Union
itucF
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: Women's crew a force

•

to be reckoned with
•

•

•
. PHOTO BY HALEY CABRERA

The women's crew team rows on nearby Lake Pickett when pradicing.
Members must be dedicated enough to practice at 5:30 a.m. four days a
week.
t

ELAINE
LEBLANC
STAFF
WRITER
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Here's your IBII@chance to meet
with your academic advisor before
early summer and fall registration Fint Year Advising and Information Services'
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Advising Sessions
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•
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Thursday·March ii; 9am-11 noon
Student Union - Cape Florida Ballroom A
M
y March 16; 1pm 4pm
0
Student Union - Cape Florida Ballroom C&D ~
B• PMPllr•d for eady reg/$trat/onll
Academic Support and Advising Programs
Academic Development and Retention
Division of Student DeveJoPmcnt and Enrollment Services
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The Lightweight Varsity
Eight boat of Women's UCF
Crew
defeated
Rollins
College on Saturday, March 3
at the Metro Cup race in
Winter Park. The Freshman ·
Novice Four boat and th~
Vaxsity .Four boat came in
second to Rollins.
In addition, the openweight rowers traveled to
Tampa to race against the
University of Michigan,
which . is ranked fifth in the
country. "Even though we
didn't we win, it was very
exciting and inspiring to race
against such a nationally
ranked team," said Amy
Robinson.
Dennis Kamrad established crew as a club at UCF
in 1972. At that time, it was a
men-only sport. However, by
1975, the girls' team had been
establishe~ and was racing
against other colleges. Today,
the women's team is recognized by the NCAA as an athletic team, but the men's team
remains a club.
In 1998, the women's
lightweight team (no girl in
the boat can weigh more than
130 pounds) was ranked in
the top 10 nationally. Last
year, the openweights made it
into the top 40 list. .
"I think UCF Crew can
be one of the top crews in the
country," said head coach
Dennis Kamrad. "I thought
we could be in the top 20 this
year, but we've had some
injuries." UCF is usually
ranked in the top six of the
southern region, according to
Kamrad .
Rowing entails a vigorous training schedule six days
a week. For some boats, athletes row on Lake Pickett four

times a week at 5:30 a.m.
This is often followed by land
exercises and weight lifting.
In addition, about twice a
week, crew members use
"Ergs," simulated ·rowing
machines, to test their times
and hone their skills.
UCF owns more than 20
boats for crew. A typical boat
fits eight, four or two rowers.
For boats with more than two
rowers, a coxswain, or
"coxie," is perched is perched
in the front of the boat to
steer and shout directions. "It
doesn't matter how good a
rower you are," said varsity
member Lucy Fang. "Without
a good coxie to navigate, your
.boat is going to lose."
Ideally, taller athletes
make better rowers because
they have more length to pull
their blades back father in the
water. However, smaller
members of the UCF team
contribute equally. "Usually
with other sports, you need
the background ·or a definite
body type to be successful,"
said Kamrad. "But with crew,
you can take someone who is
generally ~ good athlete, and
if they work hard, can become
a great athlete." Out of the 70
UCF rowers, only about 15
had rowed before, according
to Kamrad.
"When I started crew, I
had never rowed before," said
Kim Hans. "First I just
learned a lot about technique,
and we worked my way up to
getting in the boat and competing in races."
The team now gets new
members through posting flyers, attending club days, visiting high schools and recruiting from other sports such as
volleyball or basketball.
Rowing crew offers many
benefits. "Crew can give you
a great feeling about yourself,
good health, a sense of purpose, and self discipline
because of the level of dedication it requires~" Kamrad
said. "It's a great feeling of
unity, of working in a team."

_____ . .,. ..,.._.. __ _ ••·• •• • ,..••••..,• ·•••• • •-•• •'- • • •• •• .. , •• &
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Controversy about merit
of SAT reaches Florida's
education system
more, suddenly doubt their
accomplishments, their abilities,
and their basic worth because
Most students who are in they scored poorly on the SAT,"
college now had to take the SAT said Atkinson.
or another standardized test at
In keeping with Atkinson's
one time or another. However, concerns, others have raised
the test might not be a stressful issues with what exactly SAT
beginning to students college does measure, and if our councareers in the future. Florida try's reliance on it does a service
educational leaders are consider- to our students or not.
ing abandoning the
Originally,
SAT
SAT as an admis- - - - - -- - - stood for Scholastic
sions
tool
for
Aptitude
Test.
Florida public uniAptitude, because
IQ
versities. Despite
in 1926, the test
the immense popuwas intended to
larity of SAT,
measure what an
Florida chancellor WOUid
achievement test
could
not - a stuof the Board of
Regents
Adam
dent's true potential
Herbert said of the
for performance,
SAT, "We place far
regardless of backtoo much imporground, ·education
tance on a test that
or other variants.
Wayne Camara The test has its
has some clear
Office ofResearch ~ecu- roots in the earliest
weaknesses."
tive director, New York IQ test (1905) and
The
debate
College Board used on the Army
isn't a new one,
according
to
in World War I to
Gordon D. Chavis, Jr. J.D., exec- filter out the most intelligent
utive director of Undergraduate recruits. After analyzing results ·
Admissions at UCF. ''This con- from the test, soon-to-be SAT
versation has been had by many developer Carl C. Brigham
scholars for the last 15 years or wrote that American education
so."
was declining "and will proceed
Recent discussion of an with an accelerating rate as the
overemphasis of the SAT and racial mixture becomes more
other standardized tests in the and more extensive." Soon after,
admission process comes as a Brigham formed his own version
spin-off of the University of of the Army test and he was
California's president Richard appointed by the College Board
Atkinson's suggestion that the to develop a test that could be
SAT be eliminated in UCF's used by a wider group of stuadmissions processes. Atkinson dents. In 1933, Harvard
noted that because the SAT is a President James Bryant began a
reasoning test, it fails to truly scholarship program to expand
measure what a student learned Harvard's candidate pool to
or gained from their high school include those who didn't come
education. "The problem is tests from the standard Eastern boardthat do not have a demonstrable ing schools. He adopted the
relationship to the student's pro- Brigham's version of the SAT
gram of study - a problem that is because he felt it measured the
amplified when the tests are student's intelligence, regardless
assumed to measure innate abil- of former education.
ity," Atkinson said.
According
to
Wayne
Another issue Atkinson Camara, the executive director
cited for his disapproval of the of the New York College Board's
SAT was the amount of time and Office
of
Research
&
money ·spent in preparation for Development, "It's certainly not
the exam; instead of on studying an IQ test which would be an
traditional classroom curricu- innate measure of ability. It's
lum. "I visited an upscale private much more developed reasonschool and observed a class of ing-the type of skills students
12-year-old students studying develop over an extended period
verbal analogies in anticipation of time."
of the SAT. I learned that they
So if SAT isn't an IQ test, is
spend hours each month - it an ability test? Even the peodirectly and indirectly - prepar- ple at SAT have removed theming for the SAT, studying long selves from this attachment,
lists of analogies ..." he changing the acronym SAT in
explained. He said the time 1990 from "Scholastic Aptitude
involved wasn't aimed at better- Test" to "Scholastic Assessment
ing the student's knowledge of Test." In 1996 was the abandonthe subjects, but at their ability ment of the acronym altogether,
to take tests.
leaving the letters to literally
President Atkinson called stand for nothing. This posed the
the "most troubling of all" the question - is the SAT meant to
effect SAT' s have on students' measure ability (aptitude) or
self-image: "All of us have education (assessment)? What
known students who excelled in do American educators want to
high school, students who did
everything expected of them and
EDUCATORS, Page A-9
KATIE GIRAULO
STAFF WRITER

Master ·
ourDestiny
You're close to getting your bachelor's degree. Are you
looking for an edge in achieving your career goals?
Consider the University of South Florida. We offer hundreds of options for graduate students, including master's
and doctoral degrees in:
• Architecture
• Anthropology
•Biology
• Business Administration
• Computer Science
•Education
• Engineering

"It's certainly
not an
test
which
be an
innate measure
of ability.... "

•Fine Arts
• Marine Science
•Medicine
•Nursing
• Public Administration
• Public Health

Another option is USF's graduate certificate programs.
From marriage and family therapy to wireless engineering,
many of the specialized programs can be completed in as
few as five classes. And many certificate courses can be
applied toward a master's degree.

Deadline for fall application: June 1
(most programs}
Study in the Tampa Bay area, one of the best locations to
live and work in the nation, according to Places Rated
Almanac. USF is a Research I institution.

For more inlonnation,

call foll-free (866J 974-8800, or

11isif fhe Web· sife enroll.usl.edu

T ~ J:i' University of

UeJa · South Plorida
Summer 2001
Orientation Program
~ Would you like to provide academic assistance
to incoming freshmen students at UCF?
~ Do you possess good communication skills?

{tucF

The Academic Support and Advising Programs unit
cit the University of Central Florida is seeking

Temporary, Part-Time Orientation Academic Advisors
The position includes the following:
»-An intensive training period beginning on April 30.
»-A 20 hour workweek (9a.m. to 5p.m. w/ occasional evening and weekends).
>o>Salary of $10.00 an hour.

Qualifications:
>Bachelor's degree is required.
·>Master's degree ( or currently enrolled in a master's program) is preferred.
>Academic advising experience at the college level and experience with students
from culturally diverse backgrounds is helpful.
»-Academic background in fields of computer science, engineering, natural
sciences, and the performing arts are in particular demand.
>.Advi.sors must be avai.lable startins. April 30 through mid-Ausust.
Applications should include cover letter describing your minimum and preferred qualifications;
resume; and the names, addresses and phone numbers of three professional references.

Applications must be postmarked no later than April 6, 2001 and sent to:
Mr. Tim Edwards. Academic Advisor
First Year Advising and Information Services
PO Box 160170
Orlando, FL 32816-0170
For more information, contact Tim Edwards at 407-823-3789
Division of Student Development and Enrollment Services
The University of Central Florida hires U.S. citizens· and lawfully authorized alien workers who can prove employment eligibility
within three days after hire. As an agency of the State of Florida, UCF makes all search records, including transcripts, avail·
able for public review. The University is an Equal Opportunity/ Equal Access/Affirmative Action Employer.
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Handicap parking, Greek Park II discussed

•

on campus. To these issues,
President Hitt responded by
generally get," said President saying that there is too low a
Hitt, "We get very general ques- population density of these stutions. They're pretty typical."
dents to justify such large
The questions asked at the spending, though he said he
forum, which began at about would personally like to see it
2:30 p.m. on March 6, seemed happen. President Hitt suggestto follow this typical pattern, ed that these groups consider
though some issues were more raising the funds to put the
frivolous than others. Some of faster Ethernet connection to
the more unnecessary questions the Internet themselves or
ranged from individual prob- through Greek Council, though
lems with the financial aid to housing would be a problem
personal issues over parking due to limited space.
tickets.
Another point brought up
A more consequential issue . by students involved a change in
that repeatedly arose was that of the structure of the university.
Greek housing. These questions This was the abolition of the
began with the problem of Board of Regents (the group
Ethernet connection to the that makes certain decisions
dorms and moved on to the larg- regarding the university).
er issue of building new houses According to Hitt, this group
for certain fraternities and will be replaced by a statewide
sororities that have no housing board of education and that
FROM PAGEA-1

•

•

•

•

•

(particularly the Classroom A
Building and the Library) are
not convenient enough, with
some cases where students cannot attend classes due to the distance.
In response to the issue of
handicapped parking, Hitt and
Merck both replied that more
spaces and parking garages are
to be built around key buildings,
though they said they currently
have no plan on how to handle
parking around· the library and
other buildings (due to the problem that spaces can't be placed
in front of them).
"It was good to hear the
points about handicapped parking," said Mere~, "That is an
issue I'll have to look into."
· Overall,
students
and
administration seemed pleased
with the event. Hitt and the
other administrators answered

most of the questions and clarified many issues for the students, though some didn't like
the answers they received.
"It was informative, and he
answered my question to my
satisfaction, even though I didn't like the answer," said student
Marshal Blessing, who asked a
question in regards to the new
grading scale implemented by
the university, which, to his displeasure, would be run on the
new plus and minus scale.
Thqugh more than likely
this was the last open forum for
this semester, Hitt plans on conducting many more of these sessions in the semester to come. It
is hoped that attendance will
rise so that more issues may be
brought to the attention of the
higher levels of authority on
campus and hopefully resolved.

-m.

•
•

members of the staff will no
longer be considered employees
of the state. While this would
appear to have a massive impact
on the campus, Hitt made assurances that the event would not
have a major impact on the
school over the next year.
"The most likely forecast
for tomorrow is today," sai.d Hitt
in regards to this change.
Of all the issues, one problem arisen by a disabled student
had what seemed to be the deepest impact on the administrators. The problem, brought up
by Jenny Spencer, involved the
lack of parking on campus
available to disabled students.
While the university does have
the legal number of handicapped parking spaces, Spencer
said that she felt that this was
not enough. She feels that
access to the certain buildings

v. 1. to have a strong effect on
something; to influence 2. affecting
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Is it Napster or nothing? No way
A compilation ofalternatives Offered to music swapping seroice
ADAM SHIVER
STAFF WRITER

With the demise of Napster'
free music exchange just around the
comer, any are furiously downloading as many songs as possible. In a
rush to get all the music their h~d
drives can hold, many do not realize
the p1ethora of other choices available to them.
There.are a wide variety of different file exchange a1ternatives on
the Internet just waiting to be
tapped into. With Napster's overwhelming problems these sites are
now coming into the spotlight. With
Napster soon-to-be a pay site, these
programs and pages offer their services at no charge.
Some of the Napster a1ternatives are:
iMesh (www.imesh.com) - A
very Napster-like download/search
program. Allows users to locate
audio, video and graphics files.

Uses a Napster-like network that
allows them to swap file directly
from computer to computer. Offers
features such as skins, simultaneous
downloads and a restrictions feature
which lets you limit what children
have access to. Platforms: PC
Compatible.
FileNavigator (wwwfilenavigator.com) - Uses the openNap or
Napster style networks . to allow
users to exchange files directly. Has
a fairly small user interface that is
somewhat easy to figure out.
Platforms: PC Compatible.
Gnutella (gnutella.com}: A
peer to peer file sharing network
that has no central server like
Napster. Allows users to search for
and download audio, video and
graphics files. One of the
most used Napster a1ternatives.
Platforms:
PC
Compatible, Macintosh versions are available through

sites such as CNet.comls download.com web site (MacTella). This
program has spawned many clones
such
as
NewTella
(www.newtella.com),
gnOtella
(www.gnotella.com) and GNucleus
(www.gnucleus.com).

AudioGnome (www.audiog- personality. A peer to peer based
name.com) -·A file sharing client file exchange. Private and encrypt-.
that supports peer to peer file net-' ed. Platforms: PC Compatible.
works. Platforms: PC Compatible.

Abe's

ToadNode (toadnode.com) File sharing client that allows users
to trade an.y and all files~ from ciµdio
Gnute (gnute.com) - A web- and video to graphics and games.
based database for exchanging Easy to use interface. Supports
:MP3 audio files. No downloading automatic version updates, private
of a search program such as . file exchanges_, multithreading
Napster is necessary. This however compatible and is translated into 11
means that .users' files are not different Janguages. Platforms: PC
Compatible.
~eluded in the search, only those
that are in the database, which in
AimSter (www.aimster.com) tum means a limited selection of
files. Platforms: Any with access to A good file sharing utility that plugs
into your instant messenger proInternet browser.
gran;t. Allows users to access files
on AOL, Gnutella and Microsoft
networking, files that your Instant
Messaging buddies .recommend.
Supports
skins which allows
users to change the look
of AirnSter to fit their

MP3

Finder

(www.abes.org/mp3finderl) - A
web-based search engine. Unlike
Gnute, it uses an external program
that provides users with s search
engine interface. Is not a peer to
peer file exchange so search results
are limited to what the program can
find on the Internet. Platforms: PC
Compatible. Also available o:n this
site are programs for searching the
net for pictures anq graphics.
If none of these a1ternatives
suit you, you can go to sites such as
Yahoo! Or Excite and simply
search for ":MP3" or "Mpeg audio"
and try and weed out the results on
your own. There is no need to fret
over the downfall of Napster, there
are a plethora of other choices out
there. And they don't seem like they
are going away any time soon.

Napster style networks

Peer-to-peer networks

Peer-to•peer networks consist of users' computers connecting directly to one another through identical software on
both machines. Napster style networks consist of many different users' computers connecting to a central, or several
central, server(s) owned by a specific company such as
Napster. In both instances copyrights are being violated.
-.,,-:
Wit~ peer-lo-peer it is simply hard~r to put a stop lo the file ,/i~ii J.Jt
trading due to the lack of a centralized server.
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• ·Resort Style Pool & Heated
Jacµzzi
• Surround Sound Movie Theater
• Free Tanning Bed
• Free High Speed
Internet Connections
• Free State-of-the-Art
Fitness Center
•Fully Furnished 3 and 4
Bedrooms with
Individual Leases
(you pay for your rent only!)
• Plus Much, Much More!

Visit Us Toda

407-382~4114
www. effersoncommons.com
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Spring of 2001

Teacher Job Fair*
April 16, 2001

Starts at 8:30 a.m.
Opportunities include.;
Elementary Education, Language Arts, Math, Science,
Exceptional Student Education and
Other Special Interests

Dynamic, Dedicated, Diverse...
Discover The Attraction of Osceola School District

Kissimmee Middle School
2410 Dyer Blvd.
Kissimmee, Florida 34741
http://www.osceola.k12.fl.us

l

·'.)

*Must Register to Attend - No later than April 2nd, 2001.
Call 1-407-870-4800 for more information. ADMISSION IS FREE.

,'f

JAMES NUNEZ
STAFF WRITER

Can't touch this
Officer Darcey was dispatched to the ·research pavilion in regards to a report of
threats made to a victim of
domestic violence. The female
victim met with Darcey and
stated that her husband had
called her at work and told her
that he was going to take her
vehicle.
The victim then produced
a copy of an injunction which
specifically states that the husband, Philip Mendelson, is not
to have any contact with the
victim whatsoever by phone, email, mail, fax, computer or
third party contact.
Darcey decided that by
contac~ing
the victim by
phone, Mendelson had indirectly violated the injunction.
A written statement was taken
from the victim, who said that
she is willing to prosecute.

Saw Blues Brothers too many
times
Lieutenant Randy Mingo
observed a small black Nissan
enter the South parking garage
at a very high speed. The car
then performed a U-turn and
ran the stop sign at Andromeda
Circle and Gemini Blvd.
The car then cut off an
oncoming car, almost causing
an accident. When bicycle
Officers Chronister and King
attempted to stop the car, it
accelerated as to outrun them.
Mingo joined the pursuit and
activated his emergency lights
and siren. The Nissan contin-

uec;l to drive quickly, however,
and Mingo could not keep up.
Finally, it turned left onto
Alafaya Trail, where Officer
Dennany was wai~ing with
siren and lights activated.
Dennany was able to get
behind the vehicle in the center
median tum lane. Finally, officers were able to box the car in
and end the chase without any
damage. The three occupants
were removed from the car,
and the driver, Jason Brandon,
was charged with reckless driving and attempting to evade
police intervention.

Invisible friend
Fredrick Penoyer was
charged with loitering and
prowling after Officer Lyon
was dispatched to the West
parking garage regarding a
male in his forties looking into
a vehicle window.
Upon arrival, Lyon asked
Penoyer what he was doing, to
which Penoyer replied that he
was waiting for a friend. When
asked about his peering into a
car~ Penoyer replied that he
was interested in it because it
appeared to be a "hybrid." He
claimed that he was waiting for
someone named Margot as he
did every Tuesday and
Thursday.
Lyon remained at the
scene, but did not make contact
with a Margot. Penoyer was
arrested for two outstanding
warrants. An inventory of his
white van revealed numerous
equipment, including a police
blue light from a motorcycle,
handcuffs, siren, tools and old
cell phones.

Educators question
value of the SAT
FROM PAGE

Learn about our programs while meeting faculty and
admissions/financial aid advisors:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anesthesiology
Athletic Training
Biology for Medical Lab Technicians
Biology/Histotechnology
Biomechanics
Biomedical Sciences
Cardiovascular Perfusion

• Exercise Science
• Health Services Administration
•Nursing
• Occupational Therapy
• Physician Assistant
•Podiatry

Families welcome!
R.S.V.P. by March 29 to 305·899·3379 or 305·899·3541 or
e-mail: healthsciences@mail.barry.edu

=

BARRY UNIVERSITY
W Your choice for all the right reasons!
For program or admission information, please call
305·8-.3100 or visit us at www.barry.edu
BARRY UNIVERSITY• 11300 N.E. 2nd Ave.• Miami Shores, FL 33161-6695
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measure in determining who to
admit to college? The answer to
this is crucial in the argument for
whether or not to keep the SAT.
If educators still value aptitude over education/experience,
perhaps the SAT could work,
analogies measure a student's
way of making associations in
the outside world, and math
problems with calculators mean
that the student may have to reason in addition to crunch numbers. These factors are meant to
complement the student's academic history. But if the student
happens to be a poor test-taker,
and a large emphasis is placed
on the SAT, then it doesn't matter how well they've done in
classes, they may not get into
college. However, in the interest
of making college admissions

fair to everyone, most seem to
agree that not all educations and
opportunities are equal and educators can't simply test strictly
on subject matter or high school
performance.
As more and more high
school students are collegebound, and testing has become
increasingly important all
throughout American education,
people are still talking about the
best way to measure someone's
potential.
"Standardized tests taken
alone cannot begin to measure a
student's potential for success.
A combination of things should
be considered - GPA, tests, writing ability as measured by an
essay, dedication and commitment as measured by involvement in activities, etc. to determine a student's potential for
success;' said Chavis.

jUCF stUdents ask~tObe . CafdCd Technology helps keep
I
friends close and in touch
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! the word about the Get Carded program. The
I exhibit was sponsored by Americaq Express
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write or they write you.
Email is just as important as Instant
Messenger. Email is a convenient form
of communication across long distance
because it gives the two people a convenience level. They can write whenever
they have a free moment and there is no
pressure. With phone conversations it is
hard to tell a friend that you haven't spoken to in awhile that you can't talk right
now.
"My friends from college and I tend
to set up a monthly time when we can
talk on the phone, so that it is less expensive," said UCF graduate Maggie
Johnson.
Phone conversations are still a good
source of communication as well. Many
phone companies have special offers for
college students on long distance plans
as well as discounted rates during certain
hours of the day. In some cases these
hours are inconvenient for many people
because they tend to fall on nights and
weekends. Try to set up a time with your
friend so you can talk, that way other
events can be scheduled around it, and
the friendship can continue.
There are three main points to
remember about how to maintain college
friends. Don't rely so heavily on a frien.d
in college that when you graduate you
have trouble standing on your own two

feet. Make sure that you can lead your
own life rather than having the necessity
of someone there to hold you up. Friends
are supposed to be there to increase the
value of your life, not be the value of
your life. Only you can make your life
the way it is.
Don't worry about the time spent
with your college friends or the length
the conversations you have. Cherish the
fact that you have keep in touch for so
long. Don't be disappointed, but be
grateful that you are able to talk even if
it is for only a moment.
Finally, remember that is takes two
people to make a friendship work. When
a friendship fails many people begin to
blame themselves, when it doesn't last.
You can only work 50 percent of the
relationship; the rest is the responsibility
of your friend.
Keeping college friends is not only a
hard thing .to do, but it takes a lot of
effort. The work must be done on both
sides, if the strength of the friendship is
to withstand time. Even with the most
modem technology, contacts are lost and
friendships disappear. Just understand
that you will not be able to see your
friends every day, but that doesn't mean
they are not there.
"Sometimes the gaps in friendships
get larger, but ·the best friend you could
have is the one who thinks about you,"
said Johnson.
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Quality Food at College Prices!''

NATHAN HOLIC
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ASHLEY PRITZKER
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

Delta Gamma Works With Prevent Blindness Florida

)

. In the UCF Student Union
282 - 1900
. •Fax 282-1905 ,
*Approved Caterer

Phone

11

Tradition Starts Here!''

uE1PL

Delta Gamma sorority used this past month to educate its members about blindness, and to work with different blindness-oriented
philanthropic organizations. The sorority participated in the annual
CITE Walk through downtown Orlando and Church Street two
weeks. ago, raising $1600 for the Center for Independence,
' . Technology and Education (CITE). CITE' is an organization that
offers programs to the community that raise awareness of people that
are blind, visually impaired, or that have multiple handicaps. Thirtythree Delta Gamma sorority members walked in this mile and a half
fund raiser alongside many other community groups.
Delta Gamma sorority also worked with Prevent Blindness
Florida, the local chapter for the national Prevent Blindness
America, an organization that works in the community giving
screenings to detect acuity of vision and glaucoma. Prevent
Blindness Florida visited ' the Delia Gamma chapter meeting and
educated members about the organization, s cause and how they
work in the community; members were also educated about different eye diseases, their causes, preventative measures and treatments,
and were actually trained to screen adults for the eye diseases. This
training proved useful just days
later, as Prevent Blindness Florida came to the UCF Health
Center to offer free screenings and Delta Gamma members helped
during the screenings. Delta Gamma member Bethany Ensor organized these events, for which the newly re-organized chapter saw a
tremendous amount of participation. Several other members also
walked in the Orlando St.Patrick's Day Parade this past weekend
with the service organizations the sorority has helped.
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• Fully furnished spacious •Individual (private)
bathrooms available
3 and 4 bedroom units
• Individual leases for
your financial protection
Each unit provides:
• fullsize washer and dryer
•microwave
·
•garbage disposal
• dishwasher
• refrigerator with icemaker
•range
• miniblinds

• computer lab
• fitness center
• sand volleyball court"
•clubhouse
•picnic areas & barbecue grills
·
• 2 sparkling pools
•beautiful lakeside setting
•gazebo area
• fax service available

• Private balconies available
•Study desk in every bedroom
•All bedrooms prewired to
allow for two phone lines

~ ~," •.
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~Other Floorplans Available

Dear Health Nut,
I went to the doctor the other day for a routine physical and
my blood pressure was 144/100, which he said was high. I am
only 25, so this kind of concerns me. I mentioned medication as
an option, but I'm not sure it is something to really worry about.
What can I do to lower it without using medication?
-Looking to lower it

Dear Looking to lower it,
That is a little high, especially for someone your age. High
blood pressure is definitely something to be concerned about, when
your blood pressure remains too high, the arterial walls become
weakened and are more prone to fatty build up on the inner walls of
the arteries. This creates blood clots and can eventually cause an
, aneurysm or hemorrhage.
If you have a history of hypertension in your family, are of
African-American descent, smoke, are overweight or consume alcohol frequently you are automatically at a greater risk. But, through
dietary changes and exercise you can lower your blood pressure.
· Check your blood pressure often.
· Eat lots of nutritional foods, including whole grains, fruits and
vegetables.
· Exercise regulariy.
· If you smoke, stop as soon as possible.
· Cut down on added sodium and salty foods.
·Learn to manage your stress efficiently.
· Restrict saturated fat to no more than 10 percent of daily calories.
· Limit your daily cholesterol intake to less than 100 mg per
1000 calories of food.
You should talk to your doctor about medication. It may be a
good idea, but see what they recommend. You should get this under
control now before it becomes a bigger problem down the road.

G R A y

Young murderer should
seroe time for crime
• ADAM SHIVER
STAFF WRITER
:>.

r
I

A Florida State Trooper, you would
assume, wrn.tld understand that if her son was
convicted of murder that he may possibly
serve life in prison. Apparently she didn't
though, or so she said.
Kathleen Grossett-Tate was shocked
that a jury convicted her son, 14 year-Old
Lionel Tate, of first-degree murder. She was
appalled that her son would serve the rest of
his life in jail.
Shocked? Your son killed someone.
That's the place where he belongs.
For those of you that may have been out
of the loop for the past two years-Lionel
Tate brought young Tiffany Eunick's life Jo an
end two years ago in what has been called the
''wrestling death" case.
"'
Eunick was being baby-sat by GrossettTate the night she was killed. Grossette-Tate
fed the children dinner and then headed upstairs to sleep. Around 10 p.m. she awoke to
Tate informing her that 48-pound Eunick was
having trouble breathing.
She called 911 and tried to administer
CPR What she didn't know was that the girl
had a fractured skull, lacerated liver, broken
rib and internal bleeding. "
Tate had been throwing the girl around
like a rag-doll while imitating wrestling
moves he had seen on television. The blows
he inflicted on the six year-old girl that led to
her death included, but may not be limited to,
throwing the girl against a wall,· hitting her

head on a table and throwing her against a
stairwell's handrail.
Tate claimed this all to be an ·accident.
Accident? Once is an accident. The number
of blows it would have taken to inflict these
wounds would have been many, and definitely no accident.
Grossett-Tate and Tatels attorney rejected a plea agreement that would have put Tate
into a juvenile detention center for a mere 3
years, then placed him under house arrest for
one year and would have been concluded with
10 years of probation. A small price to pay for
taking a young girl's life.
Instead Tate was tried as an adult and
found guilty of first-degree murder and was
sentenced to life in prison without any chance
of parole. As well he should have been.
Many argue that a child as young as Tate
should not be tried as an adult.
I agree with the old saying: ''Do ~e
crime, do the time."
As much as I disagree with the plea-bargain that was offered Tate, I feel that if he
wanted to avoid life in prison they should
have accepted the one deal they received. But
they didn't.
Tate's attorney and his mother are planning on pleading with Governor Jeb Bush ''to
consider reducing [Tate's sentence] to a sentence that is more appropriate for all the facts
in this case, taking into consideration Tate's
age at the time he committed the crime."
Bush should look Grossett-Tate, her son
and their lawyer in the eye and say: "Tough
luck!"

Editorial Cartoon

CHRIS ZAPATIER
STAFF WRITER

Writer's Note: The
purpose of this composition
is not to advocate the legalization of marijuana or any
other drug. The purpose of
· this exegesis is to raise
questions about preemployment drug screenings and to demonstrate
that the criminalization of
marijuana ha.s caused considerably more problems for
our society than the drug
itself.
Recently, a friend and I
began the post-graduate job
hunt. Since both of our aspirations lie elsewhere, neither of us were looking for
conventional, individuality
crushing, creativity quelling
nine-to-five employment.
From what we could gather,
any job besides janitor,
dishwasher and ditch digger
require prospective employees to take a .pre-employment drug test. When did
this violation of our civil
rights become the norm?
Now
Corporate
America is dictating what
you can do even in your
spare time? Regardless of
whether you indulge on
weekends or while you are
on a two week vacation in
Amsterdam, you are not
free to exercise control over
your own mind and body
for fear that you might lose
your job? When are the pro-·
letariats of this country
going to decide that enough
is enough and refuse to let
their jobs dictate the terms
of their entire lives?
Regardless of your
income, and regardless of
the prestige associated with
your job title, your job
should not be your life.
Why our state and federal
government allowing these
invasive corporate policies
to become standard operating procedures? The erosion of our civil liberties
occurs incrementally, not in
large leaps, but in tiny measures. How long until corporations begin demanding
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punching in, and the only
time an employer should
legally be permitted to drug
test an employee is if that
employee's behavior is
erratic and causes a dangerous situation for his or her
co-workers.
One method frequently
used by law enforcement to
ferret out marijuana growers is the analysis of a
neighborhood's energy consumption. If your home's
energy use is unusually
high, the police may suspect
you of marijuana cultivation. Based solely on. that
feeble excuse for probable
cause, police can obtain a
search warrant and come
crashing into your house. Is
this what we want our community resources being
wasted on while there are
unsolved murders and child
molesters at large in our
community? Does anyone
remember the days when
the police were sworn to
protect and serve the citizenry of the United States,
not come barging in on their
homes in search of potted
plants? If there is anything
the beating of Rodney King,
the rape of Abner Louit_na,
and the execution of
Amadou Diallo should have
taught us, it is that agents of
law enforcement should not
be used as moral benchmarks. If there is anything
that the Kent State
Massacre should have
taught us, it is that armed
agents of law enforcement
should never be against
hapless, unarmed citizens of
this country. And if you
believe that the federal government really cares about
the moral climate of this
country, than you have been
successfully lobotomized
by antiquated, conservative
ideology and government
mind control propaganda.
The only reason the government treats marijuana cultivation, distribution and possession as a crime is
because the unregulated
sale of it generates millions
of dollars of untaxed revenue yearly.
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CLEANERS

(407) 365-3 7 13

DNA samples? They could
discover if you are genetically predisposed to any
diseases and then decide
whether to hire you or not
based on that knowledge.
And with money-grubbing
Republicans dominating
two of our three branches of
government, you can expect
a slow but steady return to
the days before Upton
Sinclair's "The Jungle,"
when industry and the
almighty dollar exploited
and dehumanired society's
uneducated and underprivileged.
In March 7's issue of
the Central Florida Future,
two of the thtee arrests listed in the "Police Beat" were
arrests for marijuana.
My job-hunting friend
was rejected for a job he
was over-educated and
overqualified for simply
because he tested positive .
for cannabinoids. We have a
president in office who was
arrested for Dill, used
cocaine during his extended
youth, and used insider
information to make a fortune in the stock market, but
my friend could not be hired
for a serving position
because he took a toke off a
blunt? What about mandatory drug testing of individuals such as the preschool
bus driver and the airline
pilot in the interest of public
safety? Then they should
also be tested to discover if
they consume alcohol as
well. Where did the absurd,
unfounded idea originate
that alcohol is the only drug
that can be used responsibly
and in moderation? Alcohol
use and abuse causes considerably more damage,
death and disease than all
other drugs combined. But
society's simpletons continue to attach a stigma to marijuana use simply because it
is illegal.
The only concerns an
employer should have about
an employee's· recreational
use of drugs or alcohol are
whether their employee
uses drugs within a certain
period of time before
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$2,000 Tuition Reimbursement*
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$8.50 Per Hour
Hours:
•4 am-9 am (M-F)
·5 ·p m -10 pm (M-F)
•10:30 pm - 3 am (Sun-Thur)
ADAM SHIVER
STAFF WRITER

Complete Benefits Package
5 Day Work Week
*Tuition reimbursement available
at South Orlando Location Only

For more information, call:
407-826-8114
EOE/M/F/DN
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G Horne!
Her Boyfriend Won't o

, ,7He Won't Do The Dishes!

Ready ior thfl Real World?
REAL APARTMENTS!

\\

Give me education, or give me
death
Orange County's children
are attending schools in trailer
parks and lack the supplies and·
books they desperately need to
get a reasonable edu~ation. The
county, instead of putting
money into the schools to move
children into real buildings
instead .of portable classrooms,
and instead of buying supplies
and books, not to mention paying teachers more, are argµing
over whether to give Rich
DeVos $200 million dollars.
DeVos wants to build a new
arena with this money. One that
would include restaurant and
places to shop. This is not all the
new arena would tout. The new
complex would contain more
seating and more luxurious sky
boxes. If the county hM any
guts what-so-ever they would
say: "Go screw yourself Mr.
DeVos"
We the tax payers do not
need to have our money going
into DeVos' new arena to make
him more wealthy, we need to
improve the education of our
children by using that money
where it really counts-- our
school system.
Over 500 people showed up
at the County Administration
building to protest what they
thought to be a dance hall moratorium just a month ago. Where
are you all now to stomp on
DeVos' dreams of a new arena?
Or have you all already given up
on the county government?
Support this
There seems to be a support
group for everything now-adays. Groups for alcoholics,
groups fro young widows, even
groups for people with what
they call wrestles leg syndrome.
· I think I need to form a group
for those of us who are sick and
tired of Dale Earnhardt, autopsy
photos, race car seat belts,
HANS (Head And Neck
restraint System) and anything
else having to do with good-old
number three and NASCAR. I
would call it the 'Get Over It
group.'
Once you pop...
It seems like every time I
get a bag of potato chips there
are fewer and fewer chips in the
bag. I purchased a bag of chips
recently that was no more than
half full. If I wanted a bag of air
I'd go breathe into a Zip-Lock
bag.

407-282-7333

Have you ever noticed
Pringles are the exact right size
and shape that you can place
one whole chip in your mouth at
a time without it being uncomfortable? Doritos on the other
had, while tasty, have no chance
of fitting in your mouth whole
or. comfortably.

Dirty words
If someone calls you a
schunick you might want to let
them know you think they are a
part of the male reproductive
system too. Schmuck is another
word for penis. You may also
want to shy away from the
phrase scum bag. Sounds harmless enough right? Wrong. It is
actually originally slang for a
used condom.
Readers become writers
More stupidness
Shiver: (In regard to the
Feb. 21 issue of Did You
Know?) If you are going to present "stupid laws'! it is advisable
to you cite the Florida Statues.
Of course you were trying to be
humorous, but it casts a negative
shadow when you cannot provide proof that these are laws in
current legislation.
Brian Mathews
Brian: I went out and found
thes~ just for you-- There goes those romantic
late night walks. In Devon,
Connecticut, it is unlawful to
walk backwards after sunset.
- No wonder they're so
dirty. In Denver it is unlawful to
lend your vacuum cleaner to
your next-door neighbor.
- And you thought running
was bad before. There is a law
on the books in Tennessee that
says a man must run in front of
a vehicle that a woman is driving and that the car may not go
faster than five miles an hour.
- Good news for the ladies.
It is illegal, in 14.aho, for a man
to give his sweetheart a box of
candy weighing less than fifty
pounds.

Dubya is not...
Shiver: In your article last
week (March 7) you wrote
about many of the things Bush
has said to the media. You made
him look ridiculous. Clinton and
Gore I'm sure have said lots of
things that were stupid too.
Matt
Matt: They may have but its
George's turn to receive the

•
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Freeze dried lies
FROM PAGE A-13

Ranting and Raving
sell in the gift center. They were
up there in their special little
"shuttle" throwing M&M's across
the cabin to the others in the crew
who were catching them in their
mouths. They were squirting little
boxes of grape drink into their
gravity lacking atinosphere and
then sucking it up with little attC?.n_:J~,-t0 somethin_g that iheir par- .

CHRIS HALE
STAFF WRITER

ridicule. Look at the man, he
begs to be made fun of. And
deserves it.

Oldies, but goodies
"I'm from the government, and
:Vm here to help you.''
"The check is in the mail."

enough nutritional value to sustain life for a short time. Rubber
Soul might have been one of my
favorite albums of all time, but
Rubber Sole is certainly not
'What's for dinner.'

It was brought to my attention
Bushims not appreciated
"If you pick .it, it ~ill ne_ver
a few days ago that there is a seriShiver: I just read the col- heal."
In France, an apple
umn . "Bush, unfortunately,
ous lie being told or sold to the
turnover is called a "chausson
speaks again". How nice that
public. The source of this lie is in
aux pommes," which means, litCape Canaveral in Daytona
there are so few topics of im.por- It's all about. ••
erally. "slipper with apples."
Beach. The lie is space food.
tance in the news that your writWhy are so many songs Those crazy (not to mention
What they sell the public is ha.rSh
ers find nothing better to discuss about love? I~ it ~ause it is so smelly) French.
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crap and give it to their astro- teach these guys ~me manners.
enoughthat you are red11ced to
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plan of a goverrt
sponsored juggernaut like NASA.
I watched a video on space a
while ago and I can seem to
remember that the pilots had
everything from M&M's to grape
jelly, but they didn't have any of
that freeze dried garbage that they

what exactly does the real stuff
taste like, because fraiik:ly, I'm
absolutely sure that it doesn't
taste like cardboard.
This is a major culinary conspiracy; aren't you glad I enlightened you?
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sometimes-.y.ou have to be a follower. ~ort of like our current
'president.' You certainly can't
call him a leader.
By the way, the column
was in opinions, not news.
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where m Afnenca.·I didn .t even
kilo~:.that much Spam existed.
A persQn w~o is lost in the
woods and starvfng cari get
nourishment from chewing on
his shoes. The leather has

honest
Americans. It's the other lousy
two percent that get all the publicity. But then, we elected
them." ·
·
-Lily Tomlin
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convenient to LYNX/Shopping
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Nei-t:her did 1 out o-P ever~ 10 coliee:ae~ae:ae worY\et'\.~
Depo-Provera is 99. 7% effective.
Depo-Provera is not only one of the most effective forms of .
birth control available, it's also one of the me>st convenient
because you only have to think about it 4 times a year. And
because Depo-Provera is an injectable, there's nothing to
store or carry around-only you and your health care
professional have to know.

'

Make-sure you're always as protected as possible against
pregnancy. To find out more about Depo-Provera and when
you can start using it, talk to your health care professional.

Some women using Depo-Provera do experience side effects. The
most common are irregular menstrual bleeding or spotting. Many
women stop having periods altogether after a few months and
some may experience a slight gain in weight You should not use
Depo-Provera if you think you might be pregnant, if you have had
unexplained periods, or if you have t;>reast cancer, blood clots, liver
disease, or a history of stroke. Use may be associated with a
possible decrease in bone density. Depo-Provera doesn't protect
against HIV/AIDS or other sexually transmitted diseases.
Talk to your health care professional to see if Depo-Provera is right
for you.

See what Depo-Provera
is all about. Go to:
www depo-provera cor\ti

~

medroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension

B>irth con-tr-al ~ou -think ae.ou-t jus-t 4--til\'les a -Je.ar.
*Henshaw SK. Unintended pregnancy in the United States. Fam Plann Perspect. 1998;30:24-29,46.

See the next page for important product information.
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Place your ad today! 407-977-1009 (fax: 407-977-0019}
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HELP WANTED
Earn $1,000 - $2,000 this semester with
the easy Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event No sales required.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call
tC'day ! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at
888-923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
Home Care Aid Needed for Elderly Woman to
help with bathing. Waterford Lakes area. For
details caU 407-658-2722.
Inside Sales· Looking for some easy cash?
Talk on the phone for money. We need enthusiastic people. Part time or full time, flexible
hours. $7- !0 per hour PLUS commissions.
Training classes starting soon. Call
407-389-1 !00.

Earn $$$ promoting artists like Nice Inch
Nails, Limp Bizkit, Eminem, Fiona Apple and
Bt, within the Orlando area. No experience
necessary. Visit www.noizepollution.com for
more info or call (800) 996-1816.
Receptionist needed - Veterinary Office in
Oviedo. Part time or full time. Mornings,
Saturdays. Prevet majors or experience
preferred. 407-366-7323. Apply in person or
bring resume to 45 Alafaya Woods Blvd.,
Oviedo.

Swim Instructors • Sharks & Minnows Swim
School is now hiring instructors to teach
sum.mer swim classes. $'.J.50 + hour.
Must be certified
www.sharksandminuowsswimschool.com.
For more information call 407-699-1992.
Appointment Setter -Accounting practice
looking for au individual with strong communication skills to set appts. $7.50 per hour plus
commission, part-time position. Located on
Dean and Colonial. Call 407-736-8395.

Wanted: respon sible college student to care
for newborn in Oviedo on Tuesday, Thursday
and Friday mornings. If interested call
407-359-5864.
Female Models Wanted!
For Lingerie portfolio photos
18-25, 5 ft-5~ lO in., 100-125 Ibs.
407-898-7900
Valet Parking Positions available for
friendly, outgoing and motivated people. Must
be available to work at least 24 hours per
week. We have full time & part time, AM &
PM positions available at upscale hotels in the
Downtown Orlando and Disney World areas.
Starting pay is $9 - $12 per hour. Please call
407-841-7275 Monday - Friday 9 a.m. -5 p.m.
After hours and weekend, please leave a voice
mail message and we will return your phone
call ASAP.

Photographers wanted part-time to shoot UCF
parties and more. Must have 35m.m SLR camera and reliable transportation. Call Sandra at
407-854-7L 40.
SUMMER CAMP COUSELORS NEEDED!!
Residential camp needs energetic, flexible
counselors to work with adults and children
with disabilities. Spend 8 weeks having fun
and creating lifelong memories. Salary +
R&B Eas~ Sears Camp Challenge 352-3834711 camp@fl.easter-seals.org
Lifeguards The Country Club of Orlando is
seeking lifeguards for the 2001 season. Must
hold current ~C Lifeguard and CPR certifications. Competive pay. Apply in person 1601
County Clnb Drive, Orlando, 407-581-5112
DFWP

Help spread the word!
Exciting new wireless data technology!
$8/hour - flexible Schedules for Students.
All you n~d is an enthusiastic voice,
TeleSolutions can teach you the rest!
For phone interview please call
407-678-8191.

Part time jobs now available. Now hiring
marketers in the UCF area. Call Justin for
more details. 407-701-7806.

FOR SALE
MARY KAY
Experience the difference- what the # I selling brand of skin care and coloi cosmetics can
do for you! Try before you buy, gift with
every purchase and free delivery. Call Anita at
407-539-2386.

Bed - I Absolute Bargain! Queen orthopedic
pillow top mattress set brand new. Must sell
$250. Can deliver. 407-422-8848.

SERVICES
We offer a wide variety of services - ranging
Publish Your Work for ~1,295
Textbooks, Novels and More
Call FirstPublisb, Inc. at 888-707-7634
Or visit www.fustpublish.com

Drowning In Debt? Avoid bankruptcy;
lower interest; stop collection calls. Free personalized counseling. Non-profit agency. 407599-0057 ext. 203
WST YOUR STYLIST?
Formerly of Toni & Guy- Salon
Barry Diane Kurtis
Christina & Michael
now at Capella's 407-699-7989.

Bed - Brand new mattress. Full size still in
plastic. Must sell $135. Can deliver. 407422-8848

ABC BARTENDING SCHOOLS

ROOMMATES

Job Placement Assistance/EZ Pay
407-894-6719
Thousands Trained & Placed by ABC
www.abcbartending.com

Non-smoking female roommate wanted.
$260/month to share 2-bedroom, 2-bath
house. Call Sarah (407) 482-5671.
In Exchange for Room & Board
Trred of Dorm Life? Need a place to live this
sum.mer and next school year for FREE?
Female College or Grad Student wanted for
mother's helper/childcare. PT child care,
housekeeping, occasional errands. flexible to
school schedule. Must be mature, responsible,
reliable. Drivers license/car required. Nonsmoker, no drinking/drugs. References. 18
minutes to UCF. Call MC at 407-696-4596

MISC.
HELP! Currently living at home 45 minutes
away. Searching for room including utilities
close to UCF and/or Oviedo, Will take best
offer. Call Sam at 407-925-9589 with info.

WWW.EASYRQQMMATE.COM
Find ROOMS & ROOMMATES On-line
FREE to place your AD!
FREE to search IOO's ads
#1 matching service in the US

UCF Gay. Lesbian and Bisexual Student
Union (GLBSU) meets Tuesdays at 8 pm in •
the Student Union. Check monitor in Union
for room location.

SCHOLARSHIPS .
NEED MONEY FOR GRAD SCHOOL?
100% TUITION AVAILABLE! Contact
Major Nick Coddington UCF Army RITTC
(407) 823-5383.

•
•

TRAVEL
FLY SUMMER4 WINTER$$!
Europe $298 rt (+tax)
Lon, Fra, Mad, Ams. Par & more
4standby.com or 800-326-2009

JAPAN

.
I

SUPER AJRFARFITRY US

IACETRAVEL
TEL.407-351-9999
Email : floridaopc@earthlink..net

DJ Connoiseur - International Mobile DJ of
the Month by DJ Tlllles Magazine. Formals,
Parties, Weddings. VISit DJCARL.com to hear
MP3 mixes and see videos. Call 407-3068010 today!

IS CHEMISTRY DRIVING YOU CRAZY?
Is it all Greek to you? Thinking of changing
your major? Need a tutor? Call Vuginia at
407-366-6079. Located in Oviedo - 15 yrs.

Experience - Reasonable Rates - flexible
Hours - Computer Access
E-mail TheChemTutor@aol.com

CLUBS
•

Birth cot'\-trol ~au -thit'\k ae,out jus-t '1--tirvies a 'jear.
medroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension
DEPO·PROVERA• Contraceptive Injection
.(medroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension, USP)
This product is intended to prevent pregnancy. It does not protect against HIV
infection (AIDS) and other sexually transmitted diseases.
What is DEPO·PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive ln1ection is a fonn of birth control that 1s given as an
intramuscular injection (a shot) 1n the buttock or upper arm once every 3 months ( 13 weeks). To
continue your contraceptive protection, you must return for your next injection promptly at the
end of 3 months ( 13 weeks). DEPO-PROVERA contajns medroxyprogesterone acetate, a
chemical similar to ·:but not the same-as) the natural hormone progesterone, which is produced
by your ovaries during the second half of your menstrual cyde. DEPO-PROVEAA acts by
preventing your egg cells from ripening. If an egg is not released from the ovaries during your
menstrual cycle, it cannot become fertilized by spenn and result in pregnancy. DEPO-PROVERA
also causes chan&es in the lining of your uterus that make it less likely for pregnancy to occur.
How effective 1s DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
·
The efficacy of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection depends .on 'following the
recommended dosai;e schedule exactly (see 'How often do l get my shot of DEPO-PROVERA
Contraceptive lnjectJon?"). To make sure you are not pregnant when you first get DEPOPROVERA Contraceptive Injection, your first inJection must be given ONLY during the first
5 days of a nonnal menstrual period; ONLY within the first 5 days after childbirth if not breastfeedin~ and, if exclUSJVely breast-feeding. ONLY at the sixth week after childbirth. It is a long·
term injectable contraceptive when administered at 3-mcinth ( 13-week) intervals. DEPOPROVERA Contraceptive Injection is over 99% effective, m~ng it one of the most reliable
methods of birth control ava !able. This means that the average annual pregnancy rate is less than
one for <Nery I00 women who use DEPO-PROVERA The effectiveness of most contraceptive
methods depends in part -on ~ ow reliably each woman uses the method. The effectiveness of
D.EPO-PROVERA depends onl/ on the patient returning every 3 months ( 13 weeks) for her next
iniection. . Y~ health-care prl>Vider will help you compare DEPO-PROVERA with other
contraceptive methods and ~i~ you 1he information you need in order to decide which
contraceptive method 1s the nght choice for you.
The following table shows the percent of women who got prewiant while usin~ different kinds of
contraceptive methods. It gives both the lowest expected rate of pregnancy (the rate expected
in women who use each method exactly as it should be used) and the typical rate of pregnancy
(which includes women who became pregnant because they forgot to use their birth control or
because they did not follow the directJons exactly).
Percent of Women Experiencing an Accidental Pregnancy
In 1he First Year of Continuous Use
Method
DEPO-PROVERA
Implants (Norplant)
Female sterilization
Male >teriliz.ttion
Oral contraceptiv€ (pill)
Combined
Proge<¥Jg~ only
---IU_D_ _ -

Prog.,,,iasert
Coocer" 360A
Condom (u:thcAA >permicide)
Diaphragm (w;th spermicide)
Cervical ca2
W~hdrawai

Penod:c abstnenoe
Spermicide alone
Vaginal Sponge
used before cht!db1rth
used after childb1rt"
No 'llethod

Low99t
Expected
0.3
Q.2•

0.2
0.1

Typical
0.3
0.2•
0.4
0.15
3

0.1
05

3
2.0
0.8
2
6
6

3

12
18
18
18
20
21

6
9
85

18
28
85

4

1-9

s,urce: Tru5Sel et al. Obstet Gynecol. 1990:76:558-567
•From Norplam package insert

Who should not use DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
Not ail women should use DEPO·PROVERA. You should not use DEPO-PROVERA if you have
anx of the following cond1t1ons:
• 1f you think you might be pregnant
• if you have any vaginal bleeding without a known reason

• if you have had cancer of the breast
6.0ther Risks
Women who use honnone-based contraceptives may have an increased risk of blood clots or
• if you have had a stroke
stroke. Also, if a contraceptive method fails, there is a possibility that the fertilized egg wll begin
• if you have or have had blood clots (phlebitis) in your legs
• if you have problems with your liver or liver disease
to develop outside of the uterus (ectopic pregnancy). 'While these events are rare, you shoJld
• if you are allergic to DEPO-PROVERA (medroxyprogesterone acetate or any of its other
tell your health-Gire provider Jf you have any of the problems Lsted in the next section.
What symptoms may signal problems while using DEPO-PROVERA
ingredients).
What other things should I consider before using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
Contraceptive Injection?
~b~io -~R~EAA provider immediately if any of these problems occur following an injection
You will have a physical examination before your doctor prescribes DEPO-PROVERA. It 1s
• sharp chest pain, coughing up of blood, or sudden shortness of breath Ondicating a possible d ot
important to tell your health-care provider if you have any of the following: ·
in the lung)
• a family history of breast cancer
·
• an abnonnal mammogram (breast x-ray), fibrocystic breast disease, breast nodules or lumps, or • sudden severe headache or vomiting. dimness or fainting. problems with your eyesight or
speech,
weakness, or numbness m an arm or leg (indicamg a possible stroke)
bleeding from your nipples
• severe pain-or swelling in the calf (indicating a possible clot in the leg)
• kidney disease
• unusually heavy vaginal bleeding
• irregular or scanty menstrual periods
• severe pain or tenderness in the lower abdominal area
• high blood pressure
•
persistent
pain,
pus,
or
bleeding
at
1he
injection
site
: ~~~e headaches
What are the possible side effects of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
1.Weii!Jt Gain
·
• epilepsy (convulsions or seizures)
You may experience a wei2ht gain while )'OU are using DEPO-PROVERA. About two thirds of
• diabetes or a family history of diabetes
the women who used DEPO-PROVERA in clinical trials reported'a weight gain of about 5 pounds
• a history of depression
during the first year of use. You may continue to gain weight after the first year. Womeri in one
• if you are takir1$ any prescription or over-the-<ounter medications
This product IS intended to prevent pregnancy. H does not protect against large study who used DEPO-PROVERA for 2 years gained an average total of B. I pounds over
transmission of HIV (AIDS) and other sexually transmitted diseases such as those 2 years. or approximately 4 pounds per year. Women who continued for 4 years gained an
average total of 13.B pounds over those 4 years, or approximately 35 pounds per year Women
chlamydia, genital herpes, genital warts, gonorrhea, hepatitis B, and syphilis.
who continued for 6 years gained an average total of 165 pounds over those 6 years. or
What if I want to become pregnant after using DEPO·PROVERA Contraceptive approximately 2 75 pounds per year.
2.0ther Side f.(feas
Injection?
Because DEPO-PROVERA is a long-acting birth control method, it takes some time after your last In a clinical study of CNer 3,900 women who used DEPO-PROVERA for up to 7 years, some
injection for its effect to wear off. Based on the results from a large study done in the United States, women reported the following effects that may or may not have been related to their use of
for women who stop using DEPO-PROVERA n order to become pregnant it is expected that DEPO-PROVERA: Irregular menstrual bleeding. amenorrhea, headache, nervousness, abdominal
about half of those who become pregnant will do so in abollt I0 mon1hs af\er their last injection; cramps, dizziness, weakness or fatigue, decreased sexual des.re, ~ cramps, nausea, vaginal
about two thirds of those who become pregnant will do so in about 12 months; about 83% of discharge or irritation, breast swelling and tenderness, bloating. swelling of 1he hands or feet
those who become pregnant will do so in about 15 months; and about 93% of 1hose who become backache, depression, insomnia. acne, peMc pain, no hair growth or excessive hair loss, rash, hot
pregnant will do so in about IB months after their last injection. The length oftime you use DEPO- flashes, and joint pain. Other problems were reported by very fuw of the women in the clinical
PROVERA has no effect on how long_it_takes you to become pregnant af\er you stop using it
trials, but some of these could be serious, These include convulsions, jaundice. urinary tract
What are the risks of using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
infections. allergic reactions, fainting. paralysis, osteoporosis, lack of return to fertility, deep vein
I.Irregular Menstrual Bleeding
thrombosis. pulmonary embolus, breast cancer. or cervical cancer. If these or any other problems
The side effect reported most frequently by women who use DEPO-PROVERA for occur dunng your use of DEPO-PROVERA, discuss them with your health-care prov.der.
contraception is a change in their normal menstrual cycle. During the first year of ~ing DEPO- Should any r.recautions be followed during use of DEPO-PROVERA
PROVERA. you might have one o.- more of the following changes: irregular or unpredictable Contraceptive njection?
bleeding or spotting. an increase or decrease in menstrual bleeding, or no bleeding at i!ll. Unusually I.Missed Periods
heavy or continuous bleeding. however, is not a usual effect of DEPO-PROVERA; and if this During the time you are using DEPO-PROVERA for cortraception, )'OU may skip a penod, or your
happens, you should see your health-care provider right a~ Wrth continued use of DEPO- penods may stop completely. If you have been receiving your DEPO-PROVERA injernons
PROYERA, bleeding usually decreases, and many women stop having penods completely. in regularly every 3 months ( 13 weeks), then you are probably not pregnant However, Jf )'OU think
clinical studies of DEPO-PROVERA, 55% of the women studied reported no menstrual bleedi ng that you may be pregnant see your health-care provider.
(amenorrhea) after I year of use, and 68%of the women studied reported no menstrual bleeding 2.LaborororyTest lnteroctJons
after 2 years of use. The reason that your periods stop ;s because DEPO-PROVERA causes a If ~u are scheduled for any laboratory tests. tell your health-ore provicer that you are using
resting state in your ovaries. When your ovanes do not release an egg monthly, the regular gE~g:~~g~~~ for contraception. Certain blood tests are affected by hormones such as
monthly ~wth of the lini ng of your uterus does not occur and, therefore, the bleeding that
comes wrth your ncnnal menstruation does not take place. When you stop using DEPO· 3.Drug Interactions
PROVERA your menstrual period will usually, 1n time, return to its normal cycle.
Cytadren (aminoglutethim1de) 1s. an anticancer drug that may significantly decrease the
2.Bone Minerol Changes
effectiveness of DEPO-PROVERA 1f the two drugs are g;ven during the sanoe time.
Use of DEPO-PROYERA may be associated wrth a decrease in the amount of mineral stored 1n 4.Nursing Mothers
your bones. This could increase your risk of developing bone fractures. The, rate of bone mineral Althougn DEPO-PROVERA can be passed to the nursing infant 1n the breast rnilk. no harmful
loss is greatest in the eariy years.of DEPO-PROVERA use. bvt af\erthat, it begins to resemble the effects have been found 1n these children. DEPO-PROVERA does not prevent the breasts froll'
normal rate of age-related bone mineral loss.
producing milk. so. J1: can be used by nu'S1ng mothers. However, to m1rnm1ze the amount of
DEPO-PROVERA that 1s passed to the infant 1n the 1irst weeks after b1rJi. yo~ should wait umi1
J.Cancer
Studies of wome~ who have used different forms of contraception found that women ·1,tio used 6 weeks after childbirth before you start using DEPO-PROVERA for corr.racept1on.
DEPO-PROVERA for _contracepbon had no increased overall risk of developing cancer of the How often do I get my shot of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
breast. ovary, uterus. ceN1x, or liver. However; women .under 35 years of age whose first exposure The recommended dose of DEPO-PROVERA is ISO 'Tlg every 3 "1onths ( 13 weeks) goven n a
to DEPO-PROVERA was within the previous 4 to 5 years may ha:;e a slightly ncreased risk of single mtramuscular lllJectJOn 1n the buttock or up:ier arm To make sure that you are net pregnant
developing breast cancer s1mi:ar to that seen witr oral contraceptJVes. You should discuss this with at the time of the first inieruon, rt is essential that the 1n1edior be gNen ONLY cunng the first
your health-care provider.
5 days of a normal menstrual penod. If used followmg the del1,er1. of a child. the first i11Jection of
4.Unexpeaed Pregnancy
DEPO-PROVERA MUST be given within 5 days after ch1ldo1rth 1f you are not breast-feeding or
Because DEPO-PROVERA 1s such an efferuve contraceptive method. the risk of accidental 6 weeks after childbirth 1f you are exclusvely breast-feeding If you wait longer tha.r1 3 mont"s
pregnancy for women who get their-shots regularly (every 3 months [13 weeks]) is very low. ( 13 weeks) between 1n1ect1ons, or longer than 6 weeks after delivery, your health-care provider
While there have been reports of an increased nsk of low 'i1rth "'e1gh: and neonatal infant death should detennine that you are not pregnant before giving yo~ your 0 Jection of DEPO-PROVERA
or otller health problems in infants conceived close to the time of injection, such pregnancies are
CB-7-S
uncommon. If you think you may have oecome pregnant while using PEPO-PROVERA for Rx only
contraception. see your health-care provider as soon as possible
5Alferg1c Reactions
Pharmacia
Some women using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection have reported severe and
&Upjohn
potentially life-threatening allergic reactJons known as anaphylaxis and anaphytadOJd reactions Pharmacia & Upjoh n Company
Symptoms include the sudden onset of hives or swelling and itching of the skin, breathing Kalamazoo. Ml 4900 I. USA
difficulties, and a drop in blood pressure.
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Tru Ballaz captures women's 3-on-3 title
Tru Ballaz won the Women's 3-on-3
Basketball Championship with a 30-17 victory over 2 Insane. Carly Ricker led the way
with her outside jump shot in what was a
tough battle throughout the game. Sarah
Fortin also was a major contributor with her
inside rebounding.
"We worked very hard for it," said
Brillion Williams, the third member of the
Tru Ballaz. "We came ready to play."

. Tlie Tru Ballaz continued a string of
dominance of Women's Free Agent teams
in recent leagues. They finished the season
with a perfect 6-0 record.

Nathan Watters and Matt Crawford "When we play our game, we will win."
also helped contribute to the victory. BCM .
And win they did, ending the season
avenged a loss from a year ago in the finals, undefeated with a 9-0 record. It was only Pi
and finished the year with a 10-0 record.
Kappa Phi's second loss of the season

BCM escapes with narrow victory over
Yebuds

Triple Threat knocks down Pi Kappa Phi
in Competitive Finals

Mike Winfrey led the way as BCM ·
won the 3-on-3 Recreational Championship
30-25 over the Yehuds. ·
"It was a hard fought victory today,"
Winfrey said. ''Thank God and the fans for
their support."

Matt Krzesinski buried long-range
shots throughout the evening, as Triple
Threat ran away with a 30-19 victory over
Pi Kappa Phi, claiming the 3-on-3
Basketball Competitive Championship.
"It was great competition, and this win
was an overall team effort," Krzesinski said.

In Other News
This year's 3-on-3 Basketball season
saw a record 64 teams playing, with another 21 teams registered on the waiting
list ... For the first time ever, Intramural
Bowling filled to capacity, capping at 32
teams, with another 6 teams stranded on the
waiting list.

UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
OFFICER PROGRAMS

WHO:

All full-time college students are eligible to participate in a PAID ($2,000-$3,300) summer
"Leadership lnternsbipn.
,

WHAT: The Platoon Leaders Class (PLC) program is an opportunity for full-time college students to
attend Officer Candidates School (OCS) during the summer.month$. All applicants MUST
STAY ENROLLED FULL-TIME in school to participate! You-0a11 enroll in the PLC
program with ABSOLUTELY NO OBLIGATION to join the Marine Corps.
GUARANTEED AVIATION, GROUND AND LAW PROGRAMS AVAILABLE!
WHEN:

Summer2001 (APPLY NOW-SEATS ARE LIMITED!)

WHERE: All selected applicants will attend OFFICER CANDIDATES SCHOOL (OCS) in
Quantico, VA.
WHY:

Marine Corps Officer Candidates are evaluated in Leadership, Academics and Physical
Fitness at OCS. In addition, Officer Candidates are eligi'ble for FINANCIAL
ASSISTANCE ($900/semester) and TUITION REIMBURSEMENT ($5,200/yr) programs .
once you successfully graduate ftom OCS!

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:
./
./
./
./
./

U.S. CITIZEN
ENROLLED AS FULL-TIME STUDENT (12 HRS MIN)
2.0GPA
BE IN GOOD PHYSICAL CONDITION
HAVE A rosmVE MENTAL ATTITUDE AND DESIRE TO PUSH YOUR.SELF TO
ACCOMPLISH INDIVIDUAL AND TEAM GOALS!
For more info:
CaU Captain Reese at 4071249-5873 or 5874
Email: REESEJL@6MCD.USMC.MIL
Website: WWW.MAIUNIOFFICD.CQM
THE FEW, THE PROUD, THE MARINE OFFICER PROGRAMS!
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Good ol' boy
Driesell makes
good; once again

fm

wwrtr/

f

BOB FOLTMAN
CHICAGO TRIBUNE

BOISE, Idaho_He is the last
of a dying breed.
In an era when many college
coaches dress, talk and act like
Fortune 500 CEOs, Charles
''Lefty" Driesell is nothing more
than a good ol' boy still trying to
win basketball games.
Driesell, 69, has won a lot of
them in his 39 years of coaching,
first at Davidson, then at Maryland,
then at James Madison and now at
Georgia State. In fact, only a handful of coaches, including Dean
Smith (879), Adolph Rupp (876)
and Bob Knight (764), own more
victories than Driesell's 761.
This season only Duke (29-4)
won more games than Driesell's
28-4 Panthers, which set him to
wondering whether they're playing
the right opponent Thursday in the
first round of the NCAA tournament's West Regional.
"I thought we should have
had a No. 1 seed since we had
more wins than anyone in the
country;' Driesell said.
Driesell was joking, something he did a lot of Wednesday
after his team's one-hour practice
session. Instead of drawing a No.
16 seed, Driesell and his 11thseeded Panthers upset No. 6--seed
Wisconsin (18-11), a Final Four
team a year ago, in the first round.
As has become his specialty,
Driesell took over a moribund program and in four years has it in the
NCAA tournament. Georgia State,
located near downtown Atlanta, is
the fourth school Driesell has taken
to the tournament; only Eddie
Sutton (Creighton, Arkansas,
Kentucky and Oklahoma State)
and Jim Harrick (Pepperdine,
UCLA, Rhode Island and Georgia)
can match that feat
Despite 348 wins in 17 seasons, Driesell was fired at
Maryland in 1986, in the aftermath
of All-American Len Bias' death
from a cocaine overdose. He was
let go at James Madison in 1997
because he was believed to be too
old. Most coaches with his resume
might have considered Georgia
State beneath them, but not
Driesell.
''I went there for the money, I
guess_my wife said, "Get a job,
boy;" he said with a big ~mile.

"That's not true. I went there
because I didn't feel as though I
was through coaching. I love
coaching."
He also saw some potential at
Georgia State. Based on its location, Driesell ~aw it becoming an
attractive urban program, like
DePaul in the late "70s,
Georgetown in the "80s or
Cincinnati in the "90s.
"I think it can be a really good
job;; he said. "I would personally
rather go to school in downtown
Atlanta than in the woods somewhere."
How obscure was Georgia
State? Panthers guard Kevin
Morris said he didn't even know
the school had-a team while he was
playing across town at Georgia
Tech.
Morris is one of 11 transfer
players on the Panthers' roster.
Most came from junior college, but
Morris came from Georgia Tech
and teammate Shenard Long,
Georgia State's leading scorer,
transferred from Georgetown.
Some coaches won't accept
transfers, but Driesell has no
qualms about doing so.
''I love transfers," he said. ·~
of my players who have been
transfers were good students, academic qualifiers. You have them
there the whole year when they
can't play. They can get in the
weight room, they can work on
their strengths and weaknesses,
they can learn your system. They
don't have to jump right in the
fire."
Morris was sent Driesell's
way by former Georgia Tech coach
Bobby Cremins, Driesell's longtime friend and coaching rival.
Cremins had recruited Morris from
New York, but when he had trouble
getting playing time for the Yellow
Jackets, Cremins suggested he try
Georgia State.
''I was the first one to come
with him," Morris said. "Coach
Driesell told me he was going to
put the players in place to go to the
NCAA tournament"
Though the Panthers bowed
out to Maryland in the second
round of the tournament, Driesell
still was happy with his team.
''This might be my most satisfying team," he said. "I don't think
it's iny best team, but they're pretty good, I think."
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THE ROY LIKINS SCHOLARSHIP.
the Flol'lda Section
American Weter Works Association In 2001.
EUGllllUl'Y: Applicantaf'llUll have alllliMd 85 college credit houri. h8ve I
mininun d 3.0 GPA baed on 14.0 system, Ind must be pursuing a degree
related to the drinking water industry in a Floridl college or university. ·
If ,o1.1 n ~. ,o1.1 nut 1PP1Y bdlr9 Aprt 15, 2001.
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Phone: (407) 6I0-2552
Fa:
(4'07) 875-1161
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Melllend, FL 32751
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It's a simple calculation:

TIAA-CREF s low expenses
mean more -.money
working for you.
.·

The equation is easy. Lower expenses in managing a

THE IMPACT OF EXPENSES ON PERFORMANCE

fund can equal better performance.
$215,000
Low-Cost Account

How much? Just take a look at the chart. Then call us.
We'll send you a free, easy-to-use expense calculator so

I

$176,000
High-Cost Account

you can see for yourself that no matter what your
investment, you'll benefit from low expenses. And CREF
variable annuity expenses range from just 0.28%
to 0.34%.1
For decades, we've been committed to low expenses,
superior customer service and strong performance.

EXPENSES 2

Add it all up and you'll find that selecting your

Total accumulations after 20 years based on initial investment
of $50,000 and hypothetical annual returns of 8%. Total returns
and principal value of investments will fluctuate, and yield may
vary. The chan above is presented for illustrative purposes only
and does not reflect actual perfonnance, or predict future
results, of any TIAA-CREF account, or reflect taxes.

retirement provider is an easy decision: TIAA-CREF.

1

Two - $2000 Scholarships will be awarded by

~ Ciba.in 9" tppbllorl

3150 University Blvd.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.

511

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

For more complete information on our securities products, call 1.800.842.2733, ext. 5509, for prospectuses. Read them carefully before
you invest. 1. Estimated annual expenses are adjusted quarterly. 2. 1.40% is a very reasonable fee level for a typical fund; 0.40% is near,
but not actually at the bottom of, the mutual fund expense ratio spectrum. •TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. and Teachers
Personal Investors Services, Inc. distribute securities products. • Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association (TIAA), New York, NY and
TIAA~CREF Life Insurance Co., New York, NY issue insurance and annuities. • TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services.
•Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed.@ 2001 Teachers Insurance and Annuity
Association-College Retirement Equities Fund, New York, NY 01/04
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Pope throws
second complete
game of season
FROM PAGE A-28

fourth, Kurella knocked. home Jason
Graham by beating out an infield single
hit in the hole between first and second.
In the fifth, Graham knocked home
Jeremy Frost with a single through the
left side of the infield.
Summers and Kurella each went
2-for-5 in the game. Mike Myers went
1-for-4 with three stolen bases.
Florida Atlantic starter Aaron
Diehl (2-1) departed after 3 .1 innings,
yielding five runs on four hits while
walking four and fanning five.
The Golden Knights and Owls
continued their weekend conference
three-game series with a doubleheader
March 18 at Jay Bergman Field. UCF
right-hander Jason Arnold faced
Petersen Benjamin in the first game and
Brad Busbin pitched against Danny
Core in the finale.

·1

Pope

PHOI'O BY ADAM SHIVER

UCF baseb
Led by catcher Jeremy
Frost, the 12th-ranked UCF
baseball team swept IUPUI
last week, winning games 152 and 8-3.
In the first game, Frost
went 4-for-6 knocking in two
RBis with two stolen bases
and Mike Fox went 3-for-4
with two doubles and two
RBis, leading the Golden
Knights to a 15-2 victory.
Freshman left-ban/)
d B t Cl k ( 3 O)
er ur
ar
- sur- .·.
rendered a two-run home '

IUPUI

tacked
in the second,
third,
fourth,
sixth and seventh
innings
with
two-run
frames
the

five in a no decision. Abe
Gonzalez (1-0) came on in
relief to pick up his first win
of the season with four
strikeouts in 2.2 innings.
Von Stertzbach struck
out three to close out a scoreclosed less ninth inning.
Heading into the bottom
out
the
of the sixth inning tied at 3-3,
opposition
in relief with the Golden Knights erupted
,,
\.,
"\
'.\
h
,
t ree score 1ess for four runs. Fox · doubled
home Matt Meath followed
/
\
" " '\.~
~
innings. Smietana struck out by Wayne Summers plating
·
\
\
\
. \' the side in the eighth
Frost with a sacrifice fly.
,
\
\
\
;
..
\
1
inning.
Jeremy Kurella, who· hit
run to Joe Longenecke . .·
/ /·
\
\
\
\
Longenecker, Mike
in the first inning, but
/
,. \
"
\
\
i
Kalsek and Jay his fourth home run of the
season in the fifth inning, was
\
\.
i
l
settled down to give up~/
only two hits with three
. · / ,·
\\
\
\
i
» Merrigan were the intentionally walked by
,~.
~BY'~
~ three
Jaguars
walks and a career high ._._.......__.....,_____._.....____...,..._ with hits on the IUPUI starting pitcher Matt
Ousley (1-2). The Jaguars
night.
seven strikeouts in six
In the final game then removed Ousley in favor
innings for his third
of the series, Frost of Neal Huysman. Johnson
win in as many starts.
UCF jumped on
continued his hot grounded out to second base
IUPUI starter Taylor
streak by going 4- scoring Fox. Ehrnsberger
Miller (1-2) for six
for-4 as ·ucF won concluded the scoring with an
RBI single to left field scorruns in the first inning.
8-3.
Andy Johnson, Mike
Golden ing Kurella.
The
Dusty Bowling went 3Myers and Frost all
Knights continued
recorded RBI singles, while third and fourth and a three- their winning ways with their for-5 with two RBis and
Fox dealt the big blow with a run column in seventh.
12th win in a row and 17th teammate Ryan Martin was
two-RBI double to straightChad
Ehrnsberget straight at Jay Bergman Field. 2-for-3 to highlight the
away centerfield. Miller left recorded a 2-for-4 day with a
Justin Cerrato was the. Jaguars.
after three innings giving up double and two runs scored. starting pitcher for UCF and
Summers and Kurella
nine runs on nine hits while Johnson was 2-for-3 with worked 5.1 innings in his first each had two hits for the
three RBI. Zach Sutton, Mark collegiate start, giving up six Golden
walking two.
Knights,
while
The Golden Knights Smietana and Paul Lubrano hits, three runs while fanning Johnson drove in two runs.

'l

\ ,.

The Golden Knights take
On jackSOnVille at home
March 25 at 6 p.m. and
26 at 5 p.m...
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Cooks, Guillory, Ash to
provide senior leadership
FROM PAGE A-28

contributor for the Golden
Knights this year. She averaged
7.3 points and five rebounds a
game. She played in 26 of
UCF's 28 games, starting 21.
The two games Guillory missed
were at the beginning of the season when she suffered an ankle
injury a few seconds into the
first game of the regular season.
She sat out the next two games.
Guillory said that this year's
team played better than last
year's team, and that next year
she is looking for the team to
take another step towards the top
of the conference.
"This season was a good
season," she said. "We had our
ups and downs. We had injuries
here, injuries there, but overall
we had a good season."
Last year's team finished in
last place in the conference. This

year the Golden Knights finished in sixth place with a 10-18
record.
A big part of how UCF does
next year will be in the hands of
its point guard. Regardless of
whether next year will be Ash's
last or not, she will come out and
get the job done as floor general.
"I'm more of a defensive
player on the court at the point
guard (position)," Ash said. "I
try to run the offense, get us in
the offense, then try to keep the
team calm."
Ash led the Golden Knights
this year with 70 assists. She
also averaged 2.4 points per
game. She said she will work on
her shooting in the off-season in
order to become more of an
offensive threat.
UCF Head Coach Gail
Striegler said that she is looking
for her seniors to take over the
leadership role that is now

vacant due to Graham's graduation. She said that the team can
expand on what it accomplished
this year.
"(This season) is very easy
for us to build off of," Striegler
said. "We went from 10th place
to sixth place, almost in a tie for
fifth place. We beat the third
place team and played the first
place and second place team
very, very close."
Guillory said that while the
seniors will help lead the
younger players, success will be
the result of a total team effort.
"Everyone is going to have
to do their part," she said. "I
think we have people that are
able to do that, (players) that
have the capabilities to do that."
Cooks concluded the season
with a threat to upcoming opponents.
"Next year watch out for the
Lady Knights," she said.
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Pew finishes 14th in heptathalon
COLLEGE STATION, Texas -·UCF track and
field junior Jamie Pew amassed a total of 4,647 points
in seven events to place 14th in the heptathlon gold
divisiOn of the College Station Multi-Event Festival
March 16, hosted by Texas A&M.
After the first day of competition, Pew stood at
10th place with 3,052 points, having recorded a personal best of 14.54 in the 1OOm hurdles for 903
points. She earned 792 points for her 200-me~er dash
time (26.06), 747 points in the high jump with a leap
of 5-3.25, and 610 in the shot put with a mark of 369.75.
Pew's points remained in the 500 range on the
final day of the festival, when she had a long jump
mark of 16-1.5 for 535 points, a 105-5 javelin throw
for 517 points, and a time of 2:42.65 in the 800-meter
run for 543 points. Pew, a junior transfer, came to
UCF from Central Arizona Junior College, where she
won the 2000 Junior College National Heptathlon.

round and a 74 in the second before dropping to an 82
in the final round. David Inglis of Tulsa won medalist honors for the event by shooting a 211 (-5), winning by three strokes.

Final Results:
1. LSU, 302-281-290-873; 2. Tulsa, 291-298289-878; 3. Arkansas State, 292-291-298-881; 4.
Rhode Island, 292-301-293-886; 5. LouisianaLafayette, 302-297-288-887; 6. Southeastern
Louisiana, 306-292-295-893; 7. Florida State, 296298-300-894; 8. College of Charleston, 304-295298-897; 9. Texas-Arlington, 293-303-303-899; 10.
McNesse State, 292-306-308-906; 11. Tulane, 302301-306---900; 12. Southern Mississippi, 309-307294-910; 1.3. UCF, 301-303-308-912; 14. South
Alabama, 303-309-307-919; T-15. Oral Roberts,
303-314-303-920; T-15. Troy State, 299-306315-920; 17. South Florida, 298-306-3F-921;
18. Louisiana-Monroe, 313-312-312-937.
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Men's golf places 13th at LSU Spring Invitational Individual Top 10:
BATON ROUGE, La. - The UCF men's golf
1. David Inglis (Tulsa), 73-68-70-211; T-2.
team finished 13th of 18 teams at the LSU Spring Alan Morgan (LSU), 75-72-67-214; T-2. Michael
Invitational on March 5-7.
Sims (URI), 70-73-71-214; T-4. Adam Rauth
The host Tigers won the event by shooting 873 (ASU), 74-68-73-215; T-4. Andy Lewis (FSU), 71(+9), with the University of Tulsa five strokes behind. . 74-70-215; T-6. Richard Auley (LL), 73-74-69The Golden Knights finished with a 918 (+48), 39 216; T-6. Jedd McLuen (COC), 78-64-7~216; T-6.
strokes behind the leader.
Billy Carreto (SLU), 76-72-68-216; T-9. Tim
Matt LeConche recorded the lowest score for the Yelverton (USM), 73-72-72-217; T-9. Logan
Golden Knights with a 228 (+12), good enough to tie Goettsch (Tulsa), 74-72-71. UCF Finishers: T-41.
for 41st place. Ben Osbrach and Kevin Kahle were MattLeConche, 77-76-75-228; T-45. Ben Osbrach,
one stroke behind tied for 45th place with a 229 76-81-72-229; T-45. Kevin Kahle, 73-74-82-229;
(+13).
T-75. , Jordan Dempsey, 75-74-85-234; T-85.
Kahle started out on fire with a 73 in the first Stephen Davis, 80-79-76-235.
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Georgia State upsets
Campbell for TAAC title
FROM PAGE

A-28

bid to the NCAA Tournament.
Campbell looked to be on
its way to its second-straight
trip to the Big Dance as it led
most of the second half. The
game was tied with under a
minute to go. Two free throws
by Georgia State's Evita
Rogers with 1.9 seconds left
gave the Panthers the victory
and the bid. Rogers also hit a
free throw to tie the score at 26
heading into the locker room.
Georgia State defeated
Mercer and Stetson to advance
to the championship game,
while Campbell beat Samford

and Troy State. Though the
Camels' wins were more decisive, the Panthers won when it
mattered most. Campbell
outscored its opponents by a
total of 50 points and GSU
only outscored its three opponents by 19.
Georgia State's Leslie
McElrath was the tournament's MVP. She was joined
by Rogers and Marcia Maddox
on the All-Tournament team.
TAAC Freshman-of-the-Year
Crystal Clary, TAAC Playerof-the-Year April Cromartie,
and Stacie Hinkel of Campbell
were also honored as members
of the All-Tournament team.

Air Force rallies to defeat UCF
FROM PAGE
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Fun Loving
Interested in fitness
& other health issues

\,

You could be just the ·
Wellness Peer Consultant
we are looking for!
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UCF tops University of Denver
Denver, Colo. - Due to cold weather, the University of Denver
men's tennis team was forced to move to the inside courts at
Heather Ridge Racket Club in Aurora, Colo., for its home opener
against UCF. UCF won the match 5-1.
Due to a lack of court time, the singles matches were played
first and the teams did not compete at doubles because the Golden
Knights had already wrapped up the victory following singles play.
Denver lost all but one match on the singles courts, as only junior
Jay Patel managed a win, defeating UCF's Augusto Sanabria in
three sets, 4-6, 6-1, 6-3.
UCF 5; Denver 1
Singles:
Federico Camacho (UCF) def. Boris Turkic, 6-4, 6-4
Catalin Bradu (UCF) def Tomasz Wawrzyniak, 6-3, 6-2
William Guerin (UCF) def. Magnus Ramfelt, 7-5, 7-6
Jay Patel (DEN) def. Augusto Sanabria, 4-6, 6-1, 6-3
Ryan Winter (UCF) def. Trevor Young, 6-3, 6-3
Johan Westin (UCF) def. Mike Ceilley, 6-3, 7-5
Air Force rallies to defeat UCF
U .S.A.F Academy, Colo. -Air Force's Justin Mancinelli rallied
from a set down to beat Augusto Sanabria, 6-7, 6-3, 6-3, in the
deciding match Saturday, giving the Falcons a 4-3 victory over UCF
in men's tennis action at the Cadet Gymansium's Indoor Courts.
Mancinelli dropped the first set in a see-saw tiebreaker to
Sanabria, 10-8, before capturing the final two sets in the No. 5 singles match. Falcon Doug Fike had tied the team match at 3 by winning the No. 6 singles match, 6-3, 6-4, over UCF's Ryan Winter.
UCF, which fell to 9-3 this ~eason, took a 3-2 lead when No. 1
player Federico Camacho atid No. 3'·William Guerin won their
matches within seconds of each other. Camacho defeated Eric
Pittman, 6-2, 7-5, while Guerin beat Rene Ramirez, 6-4, 7-6. Air
Force's Chris Zielinski captured the No. 4 match with a 6-3, 7-6,
decision over Gabriel Strangberg, winning the second-set tiebreaker 13-1 l.
Air Force, now 12-4, started strong by winning all three doubt..) matches. Chris Zielinski paired with his brother, Gn~g, to defeat
Strangberg and Catalin Bradu, 9-8, at the No. 1 position. The
Zielin~ki's are 14-1 this season and 10-1 at No.1 doubles. Pittman
and Mancinelli won 8-2 at No. 2 doubles while Ramirez and Kyle
Rainey captured the No. 3 match, 8-6.
Air Force 4; UCF 3
Singles:
1. Federico Camacho (UCF) def. Eric Pittman 6-2, 7-5
2. Catalin Bradu (UCF) def. Kyle Rainey 6-2, 6-3
3. William Guerin (UCF) def. Rene Ramirez 6-4, 7-6 (4)
4. Chris Zielinski (AFA) def. Gabriel Strangberg 6-3, 7~6
(11)
5. Justin Mancinelli (AFA) def. Augusto San,abria 6-7 (8),
6-3, 6-3
6. Doug Fike (AFA) def. Ryan Winter 6-3, 6-4
Doubles:
1. C. Zielinski/Greg Zielinski (AFA) def. Bradu/Strangberg

9-8
2. Pittman/Mancinelli (AFA) def. Camacho/Sanabria 8-2
3. Rainey/Ramirez def. Guerin/Winter 8-6

Flexible 12-15 hours per. week for Fall 'O l and Spring '02
Must be available for "training, team bulldlng, and
certification during Summer A.
Application Period is NOW thru Monday, March 26, at the
Campus Wellness Center, a dMsion of UCF student Health Services.
We wlll be moving Into the new Recreational facility next falll
You can find a job description and printable application at
www.shs.ucf.edu job opportuntttes link. or call us @ (407) 823-5841
or send e-mail to wellness@mail.ucf.edu.

---~
Wondering how to apply
your bachelor)s degree to a career
helping people?

The Occupational Therapy Program is fully accredited.
Classes are scheduled on Saturdays and Sundays,
so you can work while you earn your credentials as a therapist.
For more information,
call the Occupational Therapy Program
at (305) 899-3213
or l-SOQ-756-6000, ext. 3213
or write

~BARRY

UNIVERSITY

A Catholic International University
Your Choice for All The Right Reasons!

Occupational Therapy Program
-11300 N.E. 2nd Avenue, Miami Shores, FL 33161-6695
E-mail: OT@mail.barry.edu

Visit us at: www.barry.edu
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Men's Tennis ·Notebook
Steven Westhuyzen (PSU)
6-2, 6-1
No. 3 Catalin Bradu (UCF)
def. Matt Nielsen (PSU) 63, 7-6 (0)
No. 4 William Guerin
(UCF) def. Damon Accardi
(PSU) 6-3, 5-7, 6-4
No. 5 Matt Frakes (PSU)
def. Augusto Sanabria
(UCF) 6-2, 6-4
No. 6 Ryan Winter (UCF)
def. Chris De Stefano (PSU)
6-2, 6-4

UCF earns highest ranking ever
The UCF men's tennis team is tied for
the 60th ranking, its highest ever, in the
latest WingspanBank.com Collegiate
Tennis Rankings administered by the
Intercollegiate Tennis Association released
March 14.
The Golden Knights achieved the
No. 60 spot after defeating 59th-ranked
Penn State 4-3. The ranking is three above
the previous school record of 63.
UCF upsets No. 59 Penn State
The UCF men's tennis team upset No.
59 Penn State 4-3 Thursday afternoon at the
UCF Tennis Complex.
For the fifth time in six tries, UCF lost
the opening point. The Nittany Lions swept
the Golden Knights in doubles action as
Matt Nielsen and Steven Westhuyzen
defeated Augusto Sanabria and Catalin
Bradu, 8-6, at No. 3 to clinch the early 1-0

Doubles:
No. 1 Gresh/Accardi (PSU)
def. Camacho/Guerin (UCF)
9-7
No. 2 Frakes/De Stefano
~SU)
&{
Strangberg/Winter (UCF) 84
No. 3 Westhuyzen/Nielsen
(PSU) def. Bradu/Sanabria
(UCF) 8-6

lead.
Penn State, fresh off a 4-3 win against
Bethune-Cookman, increased its lead to 2-0
after. Matt Frakes defeated Sanabria, 6-2, 64, at No. 5.
But only moments later, the momentum shifted in UCF's favor. Freshman
Gabriel Strangberg beat Westhuyzen, 6-2,
6-1, at No. 2 for his eighth straight victory
and sophomore Ryan Winter defeated Chris
De Stefano, 6-2, 6-4, at No. 6. Bradu topped
Nielsen 6-3, 7-6 at No. 3 after winning the
11 final points of the match for UCF's third
point on the day, before senior William
Guerin outlasted Damon Accardi 6-3, 5-7,
6-4 at No. 4. UCF 4; Penn State 3

UCF downs TennesseeChattanooga
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn.
PHOTO BY DAVID MARSTERS
- The UCF men's tennis
The UCF men's tennis team is ranked 60th in the nation,
team· beat
defending
which is the highest ranking the team has ever achieved. .
Southern Conference champion
TennesseeChattanooga, 5-1, March 5 at the UTC
Singles:
Tennis Center.
No. 1 Jamie Gresh (PSU) def.
Catalin Bradu gave the Golden
Federico Camacho (UCF) 7-5, 7-6
Knights an early 1-0 lead after dismissing
No. 2 Gabriel Strangberg (UCF) def.

Fungai Munjanja, 6-2, 6-0, in the No. 4
slot. Senior William Guerin handed UCF
its second point on the day. Guerin cruised
past John Hangstefer 6-2 in the first set,
but had to fight through a tough second set
tiebreaker to win the match. Leading 10-9,
Guerin rushed the net and forced
Hangstefer to overhit a passing shot for the
victory at No. 3. The Moes cut the lead to
2-1 when Jason Ontog outlasted Federico
Camacho, 4-6, 6-2, 7-5, at the No. 1 position. But then it was all UCF. Gabriel
Strangberg defeated Jesse Koti, 6-2, 6-7,
6-3, at No. 2 for his seventh straight win.
Augusto Sanabria clinched the match for
the Golden Knights after dismissing James
Dickerson in straight sets, 6-2, 6-2. Johan
Westin, who played his third match after
corning back from an injury, rallied to beat
Fabian Bechara, 3-6, 7-5, 7-6, at No. 6.
UCF 5; Tennessee-Chattanooga 1
Singles:
No. 1 Jason Ontog (UTC) def.
Federico Camacho (UCF) 4-6, 6-2, 7-5
No. 2 Gabriel Strangberg (UCF) def.
Jesse Koti (UTC) 6-2, 6-7, 6-3
No. 3 William Guerin (UCF) def.
John Hangstefer (UTC) 6-2, 7-6
No. 4 Catalin Bradu (UCF) def.
Fungai Munjanja (UTC) 6-2, 6-0
No. 5 Augusto Sanabria (UCF) def.
James Dickerson (UTC) 6-2, 6-2
No. 6 Johan Westin (UCF) def. Fabian
Bechara (UTC) 3-6, 7-5, 7-6
Doubles .were not played.
AIR FORCE, Page A-22
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women's Tennis
Notebook
UCF Falls to No. 35 Florida
International
MIAMI, Fla. - The UCF
women's tennis team fell to
Florida International 5-2 March 6
at the FIU Varsity Courts.
The Golden Panthers, ranked
No. 35 in the national poll,
grabbed the doubles point to take
the 1-0 lead. Anna Westin and
Julie Pecastaing defeated Mariana
Faustinelli and Nazly Elsawaf 8-3
at No. 3 for UCF's lone win.
In singles action, Florida
International dominated the three
top slots. Anneliese Rose, ranked
No. 54 in the nation, downedAnnJeanette Svantesson, 6-3, 6-1, at
No. 1, Mari Toro dismissed
Westin, 6-2, 6-1, at No. 2 and
Alexandra Guzman beat Marieke
Gunawan, 6-3, 6-3, at No. 3 to
clinch the match for the Golden
Panthers.
UCF's freshman and senior
combination of Pecastaing and
Sonja Prokopec collected two singles points for the Golden Knights.
Pecastaing outlasted Faustinelli, 36, 6-4, 6-3 at No. 4 and Prokopec
picked up her 67th career win by
defeating Cristina Campana, 6-1,
6-3, at No. 5.
FIU 5, UCF 2

..

Singles:
I. No. 54 Anneliese Rose
(FIU)
def.
Ann-Jeanette
Svantesson (UCF) 6-3, 6-1
2. Mari Toro (FIU) def. Anna
Westin (UCF) 6-2, 6-1
3. Alexandra Guzman (FIU)
def. Marieke Gunawan (UCF) 6-3,
6-3
4. Julie Pecastaing (UCF) def.
Mariana Faustinelli (FIU) 3-6, 6-4,
6-3
5. Sonja Prokopec (UCF) def.
Cristina Campana (FIU) 6-1, 6-3
6. Mei Ly (FIU) def. Daniela
Okal (UCF) 5-7, 6-1, 6-1
Doubles:
1. Rosefforo (FIU) def.
Gunawan/Prokopec (UCF) g,.5
2. Guzman/Campana (FIU)
def. Svantesson/Okal (UCF) 8-3
3. Westin/Pecastaing (UCF)
def. Faustinelli/Elsawaf (FIU) 8-3

def. Elizabeth Perry (UNCW) 6-4,
6-4 ·
No. 3 Mari.eke Gunawan
(UCF) def. Hunter McRae
(UNCW) 6-1, 6-1
No. 4 Julie Pecastaing (UCF)
def. Joy Sole (UNCW) 6-4, 6-2
No. 5 Daniela Okal (UCF)
def. Stephanie Phelps (UNCW) 61, 6-4
No. 6 Hadas Ronen (UCF)
def. Jacky Gibbens (UNCW) 6-3,
2-6, 1-0 (10-5)
Doubles:
No. 1 No. 49 Gunawan/Sonja
Prokopec
(UCF)
def.
Perry/Gibbens (UNCW) 9-8
No. 2 Svantesson/Okal
(UCF) def. Thompson/Kat Bowles
(UNCW) 8-2
No. 3 Westin/Pecastaing
(UCF) def. McRae/Sole (UNCW)
8-1
No. 56 Old Dominion tops
UCF
The UCF women's tennis
team lost to Old Dominion 5-2
March 6 at the UCF Tennis
Complex.
The Monarchs, ranked No. 56
in the latest Intercollegiate Tennis
Association poll, grabbed ·two of
the three doubles matches to take
the opening point. The 20thranked duo of Nataly Cabana and
Ana Radeljevic defeated Marieke
Gunawan and Sonja Prokopec 8-2
in the No. 1 slot and Lara van
Rooyen and Patricia Araujo beat
UCF's freshman combination of
Anna Westin and Julie Pecastaing
8-6 at the No. 3 position. AnnJeanette Svantesson and Daniela
Okal outlasted Mily Kannarkat
and Julia Sotiriu 9-8 for UCF's
lone doubles win at No. 2.
In singles action, Okal tied
the match at. 1-1 after dismissing
Araujo, 6-0, 6-0, at No. 6, but Old
Dominion got three straight set
victories from the top spots to
secure the win. Cabana, ranked
No. 4 in the nation, beat
Svantesson, 6-1, 6-0, at No. l, van
Rooyen defeated Westin, 6-4, 6-4,
at No. 2 and Radeljevic topped
Gunawan, 6-4, 6-0, at No. 3.
Old Dominion 5, UCF 2

UCF blanks UNC-Wilmington
The UCF women's tennis
team cruised past UNCWtlmington 7-0 March 8 at the
UCF Tennis Complex.
The Golden Knights swept
the doubles to· take a 1-0 lead.
UCF continued its dominance in
singles as Mari.eke Gunawan and
Ann-Jeanette Svantesson gave the
Golden Knights their second and
third point on the day. Gunawan
dismissed Hunter McRae 6-1, 6-1
at the No. 3 position and
Svantesson
defeated
Sam
Thompson 6-2, 6-1 in the top slot
Daniela Okal clinched the match
for UCF by dumping Stephanie
Phelps 6-1, 6-4 at No. 5.
UCF 7, UNC-Wtlmington 0
Singles:
No.
1
Ann-Jeanette
Svantesson (UCF) def. Sam
Thompson (UNCW) 6-2, 6-1
No. 2 Anna Westin (UCF)

Singles:
1. No. 4 Nataly Cabana
(ODU)
def.
Ann-Jeanette
Svantesson (UCF) 6-1, 6-0
2. Lara van Rooyen (ODU)
def. Anna Westin (UCF) 6-4, 6-4
3. Ana Randeljevic (ODU)
def. Mari.eke Gunawan (UCF) 6-4,
6-0
4. Mily Kannarkat (ODU)
def. Julie Pecastaing (UCF) 6-7, 75, 1-0 (10-8)
5. Sonja Prokopec (UCF) def.
Julia Sotiriu (ODU) 7-5, 6-2
6. Daniela Okal (UCF) def.
Patricia Araujo (ODU) 6-0, 6-0
Doubles:
1. No. 20 Cahana/Radeljevic
(ODU)
def.
No.
49
Gunawan/Prokopec (UCF) 8-2
2. Svantesson/Okal (UCF)
def. Kannarlcat/Sotiriu (ODU) 9-8
3. van Rooyen/Araujo (ODU)

def. Westin/P~taing (UCF) 8-6

As a student meter reader for OUC~The Reliable One, you'll earn $9.25
an hour working full-day or half-day routes. And there's no night or
weekend work!
·
On top of that, college students can take home an extra
_$2)00 ayear through OUC's educational incentive
program. So if you're physically fit and want to get paid
while you exercise, visit the OUC booth at the Part-Time
Job Fair on March 28, or
send aresume and letter

~.

of interest to: :
OUC Human Resources
Meter Reader Position
500 S. Orange Ave.
Orlando, Fl 32801

.;,
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The Reliable One•

Scholarships, Travel; Athletic Competition,
Friendship, Teamwork and much more. Be a._
part of a winning team.
f'...

TRYOUTS will be held for the
2001-02 UCF CHEERLEADING
TEAMS. on MAY 4,· 5, & 6

e

Experience is not_required. If you are strong,
athletic & hard working, we can teach you the rest.

QUESTIONS?
LL 407 823..2143
email to LGOOCH<ilmailuctedu
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UCF improves to 21-5 with series win against FAU

Above: Jeremy Kurella
(left) and Chad
Ehrn~berger (right),
both transfers from Big
10 schools, have been
instrumental in UCF's
success this year.
Leh: Center fielder
Mike Myers drove in
the winning run in the
13th inning of UCF's 2·
1 vidory over FAU on
Sunday.
Second baseman Mike Fox gels con·
gratulated after hilling a home run on
Saturday.
PBOfOS BY JASON KOKOI'OEF
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Workshops are offered at the University of Central Florida, Campus Wellness Center,
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UCF takes two of three from Florida Atlantic

The UCF baseball team
'< )a!thr~me
series with Florida Atlantic last weekend,
··. w!naiP9. the firsl*1•me on Saturday and then
~plilli19:t ~
. :19.•header on Sunday.
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Rising seniors hope women's hoops will progress next season

Looking Ahead
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

Now that its season is over, the UCF
women's basketball team is already looking ahead to next year. The Golden
Knights will move ahead without LaToya
Graham, who they will lose to graduation
this year.
LaDonna Larry was set to leave this
year with Graham, but graduated in
December and decided that she did not
want to remain with the team for the rest
of the season. She only played six games
for the Golden Knights this year.
In Graham's place, UCF will look to
rising seniors Lanetra Cooks and Khaliah
Guillory for leadership. Next season
' could be Yvette Ash's last as well, if she
forgoes her final year of eligibility. Ash
will be a senior by academic standing
next year, but will have two years left of
basketball eligibility because she did not
play her freshman year.
Cooks was second in scoring on the
team this season, averaging 9 .1 points per
game. The junior college transfer came
on strong at the end of the season, leading the Golden Knights by averaging
14.3 points a game in their last 11 games,
including a career-high performance on
PHOM BY JASON KOKOfOFF
Feb. 24 against Florida Atlantic. She
UCF with 18 points against Stetson in the second round
scored 24 in that game.
of the TAAC Tournament.
A three-point shooting threat, Cooks

shot 35.3 percent from behind the arc.
She ended the season with 47 threepointers, placing her third on UCF's alltime list for most threes made in a season.
Cooks said that the team has two
weeks off following the Trans America
Athletic Conference Tournament, and
then gets back to work. Individual players will work to improve their weaknesses, and the team will work to improve
where it has struggled.
"I'm going to work on penetrating
and shooting," Cooks said. "(The team)
is going to come back and work on our
free throws."
Free throws proved to be a major
weakness of the Golden Knights
throughout the season as
they shot a conferenceworst 59 percent
from the charity
stripe.
Guillory is
another player
that was a key

Women's basketball falls to
St.etson in TAAC Tournament '
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

At the 2001 Suntrust Trans
America Athletic Conference
Tournament, intrastate rival
Stetson University knocked off
the UCF women's basketball
team March 8, ending the
Golden Knights' season and
hopes
for
an
NCAA
Tournament bid.
In a first half plagued with
UCF turnovers, the Hatters
jumped out to a 39-25 lead.

UCF committed 23 turnovers in
the half. The Golden Knights
made a run in the second half to
cut the lead to si?C with 16:36
left and remained close for the
next IO minutes. A jump shot
by Stetson's Amy White with
5:59 left gave the Hatters a 10point lead and UCF could not
recover.
Lanetra Cooks led the
Golden Knights with 18 points.
Adrienne Billings, who was
named to the All-TAAC
Freshmen Team, scored 11

points and grabbed seven "
rebounds. Senior LaToya -.
Graham finished her career
at UCF with eight points,
four rebounds and one steal.
Georgia State won the
tournament, upsetting No. 1
seed Campbell 64-62 in the
championship game. The contest was a role reversal for the
two teams, as Campbell upset
G~U last year in the title game
to earn the TAAC' s automatic

GEORGIA, Page A-22

Pope blanks
FAU with
one-hitter
Justin Pope struck out 12
batters in a one-hit shutout as No.
12 UCF blanked Florida Atlantic
6-0, in Trans America Athletic
Conference baseball action at Jay
Bergman Field on March 17.
Pope (5-1) had a no-hitter
· through 6.2 innings until Mike
Valdes slapped a single through
the left side of the infield. The
senior gave up the single in
addition to two walks and
one hit batsman in 117
pitches.
The Golden Knights (20.· 4, 1-0 TAAC) have won
13 straight and their -last
18 at Jay Bergman Field.
The Owls (16-9, 0-1
TAAC) drop . their first
conference game after
defeating two ranked
opponents earlier in the
week.
UCF started the scoring in
the bottom of the second
inning when Mike Fox hit his
fourth home run of the season,
. a three-run line drive shot,
over the left field fence.
Wayne Summers followed with
a single and was brought
home on Jeremy Kurella's
double into the right-centerfield gap.
The Golden Knights
plated single runs in the fourth
and fifth innings. In the

POPE, Page .A-19

Get up ta 1400 Minutes far ONLY $35 per month
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In his faded blue jeans and worn brown t-shirt, Ben length album, We Have the Facts and We're Voting Yes.
"We like to keep up with our material and not let stuff
Gibbard looks the part of your typical indie-rocker. You'd
never guess that they are the top act in the middle of a sit around. We just decided we had some songs sort of
sold-out tour--and a modest guy like Gibbard would lingering around in our set that we had played live a few
never own up to it himtimes, and we just
self. Success is a slow
wanted to find a
home for them,"
climb up a steep hill for
explained
bassist
independent musicians,
and the 5-year-old
Nick Hormer.
Only three out of
indie band Death Cab
The next big thing for indy rock
for Cutie is only beginthe five tracks are
is more modest than you'd expect.
new, the last two,
ning to feel that they
"405" and "Company
have arrived.
LISA CERICOLA
Calls Epilogue" are
Bands like DCFC
STAFF WRITER
alternate versions of
choose to produce
music on SIJ?.aller labels, on their own terms. While this songs from the previous album. "The first two tracks,
allows for a certain amount of artistic freedom, it doesn't 'Technicolor Girls' and 'Photobooth' were the last songs
always pay the bills.
recorded after the second album was mastered and ready
Gibbard says he and bandmates Chris Walla (gui- to go to press, and if you have songs sitting around for
tar/keyboards), Nick Harmer (bass) and Michael Schorr that long they get really old, really fast. So we said, we
(drums) have finally been able to quit their day jobs and have these three other songs that we can release, let's just
focus exclusively on music, but don't expect them to start put them all on one EP, get it out and get it taken care of
and not have them sitting around for another year, year
buying new homes, or even wardrobes.
"Right now, music is our main source of income. But and a lialf before we make another album," said Gibbard.
When speaking, Gibbard takes care to speak for the
at the same time, it's not like any of us are looking to buy
a new car anytime soon," Gibbard said. "But as long as band, using "we" and "ou.r" rather than "I," which is .
we keep making records and continue touring, I can call interesting considering he is the one who created the
band, and continues to write their material. Although
this my job."
DCFC is currently wrapping up the last few dates on Gibbard is the dominant force behind their music, DCFC
a successful winter tour that has sold out venues across is a g~muinely close knit band. It's almGst as if they are
in awe of each other; each band
the East Coast and Midwest.
The tour is sponsored by Holiday Matinee, an inde- member is quick to point out the
pendent publicity company that bases their business other member's strengths.
Back in 1997, Gibbard inadveraround small-time bands like DCFC, selectively choostently created DCFC through his
ing which acts they want to promote.
Dave Brown, the self-titled '"guy in charge" of own solo project, a cassette of songs
Holiday Matinee planned the bands tour after pairing that he wrote and played by himself.
them up fellow indie bands And/Ors · and . The Jealous Gibbard's friend Chris Walla offered
Sound, which proved to be a smart match considering to produce and record the songs,
and an album ·was released titled,
that nearly every show has sold out.
At a recent show at the Sapphire, the bands attracted You Can Play These Songs Chords.
In order to perform the songs
fans of all ages, from high school kids being dropped off
by their parents to 30-somethings hitting th~ bar. They all live, Gibbard recruited his roompacked in the small club and stood shoulder to shoulder, mate Nick Harmer on bass, and
Michael Schorr on drums so that he
bobbing their heads to DCFC's bittersweet pop songs.
could
perform the songs live. Walla played guitar and
Now on their third release, DCFC have developed a
Most of the songs off the original cassette
keyboards.
sound that is full of warmth--lush instrumentals, honest
vocals and poignant imagery. And music critics have proved to be so solid, they made the bulk of DCFC's first
taken notice, proclaiming them "indie-pop's next best major release.
The arrangement worked out surprisingly well, and
thing," and "one to watch closely" in the music industry.
Even Spin.com ranked their latest release, an EP titled few things have changed since. The band was signed to
Forbidden Love in their top 20 albums of 2000, quite an Barsuk Records in 1998, but Gibbard still writes all of
accomplishment for a five-song album recorded at home. the songs, Walla is still the sole producer and the band
As pleased as they were to be on the list, the band continues to record their albums at home.
"We're going to go wherever Chris goes. He's the guy
also took the honor as a back.handed compliment of
sorts. "I was really surprised and it was really flattering, for us, and he's going to make the decision. We've always
but at the same time, it was like 'top 20 albums of the trusted him. If thinks that we need to record. in this little
year' and an EP shows up. And for as excited as I was, I dank basement in the middle of nowhere, we may cock
kind of like, 'Well, why didn't they put our full-length our heads and say 'uh, okay?' but we trust him," said
album on there?' And some of the press was coming out Harmer.
Releasing albums on a small label like Barsuk allows
saying, 'Great EP after a mediocre second album,"' said
for
a certain amount of artistic freedom , but doesn't guarGibbard, with a self-deprecating laugh .
The critically acclaimed EP was a way for the band to antee decent exposure or publicity for bands. Despite
tie up their loose ends after releasing their second full- these obstacles, Harmer remains optimistic about surviv-

· The Death Cab for
Cutie Interview
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ing as an independent band.
"I think there's money to be made in the underground," he said. "I don't think there's any way the indus- ·
try can keep progressing with only a
key bands.
Eventually bands get old and things happen, times
change. And I'm hoping the rise of the Internet will help
things change. It's becoming more possible for bands
like us to exist and be able to· survive---in a monetary
sense, I mean. N9t to get rich, but just to survive."
Any of their recent live performances prove that the
band is doing more than surviving. After their set at the
Sapphire in downtown Orlando, excited fans surrounded
the band, thanking them for playing and wishing t;hem
well on the rest of their tour. In their typical d.own-toearth style, they stayed late shaking bands and talking
with people throughout the club.
Approachability is a value that each member of the
band takes very seriously, especially Harmer, who
admits to responding to as many as 130 emails a day
from fans. "I always feel obligated to respond to every
one of them, even if someone is just writing to say that
they just bought the record and they really like it, I
always want to write back and say 'thanks very much.'
And I take the time to do that, but that's like, four hours
of e-mailing. It catches up, but I don't have a problem
with that," he said .
The. Internet is arguably the most valuable resource
for indie bands like DCFC. Through official and noncrfficial fan sites, bands can easily and cheaply promote
their albums and connect with fans. For their current
tour, fans can access
regularly
updated
road diaries, photos
from each show, .and
post messages for
each band through
the Holiday Matinee
web site.
"Now that we're
doing relatively well
for ourselves, I think
about just how long it
would have taken to
do this well without
being in the computer
age," said Gibbard. "I can't imagine it being 1986 and
we're having to get mailing lists filled out and sending
postcards to let people know we're going to be in their
town or have a new record. Now it's just like, 'oh, I've
heard that name, I can go download their entire record. I
can see pictures, I can read about them, I can find out
about what their favorite foods are."
Developing a fan base that actually cares about the
bands favorite foods is an accomplishment in itself, but
Gibbard remains refreshingly realistic about achieving
fame.
"I have realized one of my dreams as a musician. I
don't have to have a job, I can work on this all the time.
And I know everything is fleeting, nothing lasts forever,
and 1 don't expect this to be my life for the rest of my
life," he said. "I can't get used to this lifestyle, but the
chance to do this in my early twenties at least for the
foreseeable future is great."
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Sniper mouie
misses its mark
FOREST CRUMPLER
STAFF WRITER

This weeks' passenger on the WWII
bandwagon is Enemy at the Gates brought
to you by Paramount Pictures. This movie
portrays Hollywqod's take on the true story
of Russian sniper Vassili Zatsev, played by
Jude Law. It takes place during the siege of
Stalingrad in 1942 - 1943. Directed,
Produced, and co-written by Jean-Jacques
Annaud, this movie brings together a terrific cast of actors, none of which can seem
to manage a convincing Russian or
German accent.
The movie centers around Vassili, who
is made into the shining star of Russia after
some clever propaganda. This propaganda
campaign is the brainchild of Officer
Danilov (Joseph Fiennes) who builds his
own career along with the name of Vassili.
With Russia losing and in great need of a

hero, this new face revitalizes the soldiers
and civilians alike. Germany, feeling the
demoralization brought about by the
Russian snipers, sends their best sniper
Major Konig (Ed
Harris) out to the
front lines to hunt
down and kill
Vassili. A love
story is thrown
into the mix with
the addition of
beautiful female
sniper-in-training
Tania
(Rachel
Weisz), and the
predictability
takes off from there.
There weren't a great deal of endearing qualities to this movie but there are
.f
a few that deserve mention. Because
the real battle took place almost sixty
years ago the sets for Enemy at the
Gates were all made specifically for
this movie, and they were done
superbly. The realism ,in the scenery is
o be applauded and ho Jld get somi;;
n.·cogmt1u 1(1r1 Lo , 1) 11.t ti-.c tl'di
k.ind ot' thing. Arn.hi er. pns1tne af,ped
was Lhe pe:fc.:"IY' u ::e hom Jude Law,
which was successful at bringing the
viewer along the journey with Vassili.

While Law's acting was good, by far
the best performance has to go to Bob
Hoskins for his portrayal of the angry
dwarf version of Nikita Khrushchev.
Of course being a war movie means
that there were many explosions,
tanks, guns and planes, which are
always welcome in any theatre.
If this movie had to be summed up
in one word, that word would be:
LONG. Way too much time was spent
showing the audience how boring a
snipers life can be in the hours in
There are a great many bloody head shots
between shooting people. This movie was and other limb rendering spectacles to
2 1/2 hours going show how authentic this film is. If they
on 4, and a good wanted to be realistic, there wouldn't be all
deal of it was the scenes of celebration and ample food
simply unneces- supplies and instead they would have
sary. If you go to shown the starved Russians turning to cansee Enemy at the nibalism like history tells us. The ugliest
Gates, get com- part of Enemy at the Gates, beyond the
fortable because gore and the horrible accents, had to be
it is another in a Ron Perlman and his rows of bullet teeth.
long string of
If you decide to see this film, go
films that share to a matinee and you will feel better about
the mantra of not spending the extra cash. It's not a hor"Bigger
is rible film and it does entertain, but it
Better." The next big flaw is the accents. would be wiser to wait till it's out on video
Even though it is obvious that t_he makers so you can split the cost with some friends.
of Enemy at the Gates put a lot of time
into detail, all of the Russians are
British and the Germans are American.
Almost none of the main characters
even try for an accent other than the
one they were born with, and the ones
that do make an attempt sound out of
place. These flaws are made even more
··i)Par ·nt <1'· t1_- vi 'Wt."' r · L1 i/'-'s thal
ti1is i<; a more than ;·ul I Ie1.t: t.1 movtt:
made · bout a historical news blurb and
that everything else is merely filler.
This 1s a movie about snipers. . •llllliiliill

.
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Generally, television bites the
big one. The programming on
networks such as ABC, NBC and
many other random assortments
of letters, have become so formulaic and cookie-cutter that
they are close to unwatchable ..
Every network has their sitcoms,
their lawyer shows and their
teenage "Dawson's Creek"
wannabes. Oh, and let's not forget about the "real-life shows"

made oh so popular by CBS's
messiah program "Survivor."
These popular television programs treat their audiences like
idiots, pandering to the lowest
common denominator for cheap
laughs and drama. Of course, not
all shows are like this, with the
occasional program such as the
"X-Files" (pre-Robert Patrick)
and "The Simpsons" (both on
FOX which, with the exception

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE • B-3

of "Ally McBeal," is probably "Clerks."
For those out there who
the best of the networks in terms
of quality). Needless to say have the pop-culture sense of
these sitcoms and "L.A. Law" Strom Thurmond, "Clerks" is
rip-offs ("The Practice," ahem) an animated show (ala "The
are huge hits because American Simpsons"), based on the popaudiences are generally very set . ular cult film by the same
in their ways and dislike any- name. The creator of "Clerks"
thing different. An example of (both the film and the series),
this dislike of innovation Kevin Smith (aka Silent Bob),
occurred in the spring of 2000 is well known for his other
with ABC's new comedy, movies such as Mal/rats,
Chasing Amy and the controversial Dogma. The animated
show featured the voices of
the film's cast and was set
around the same basic
premise: two witty guys working at a convenience
store.
However,
de.s pite
the
promising nature
of the program,
it was cancelled
after just two
episodes due to
poor
ratings.
What--poor ratings? Why?
Yes, the show
was ·cancelled
very quickly, but
has
recently
found a new
~udience,
on
DVD.
That's
right boys and
girls, America is
the
land
of
opportunity
where everyone ... even failed
ABC comedies, get a second
chance. The DVD contains the
original two episodes, plus
four more that were never
shown due to ABC's hasty
cancellation of the series.
Having seen all six episodes, I
am at liberty to say that this
show was pretty damn good.
While it is a given that none of
the episodes hold a candle to
the original Clerks movie, all
six still have their own unique
and clever brand of humor.
Unfortunately,
since the
episodes were designed to air
on ABC, there is not nearly as
much raunchy humor as Smith
usually puts in his films.
Additionally, the incredibly
vulgar language that has
become a sort of trademark of
Kevin Smith's movies has also
been obviously eliminated.
Despite
these
losses,
"Clerks·" still maintains a very
funny atmosphere. Taking a
departure away from his typi-.
cal humor, Kevin Smith has
instead filled the episode~
with stabs at popular culture,
celebrities and even network
television (yes!). In essence,
"Clerks" is very much like
"The Simpsons."
Knowing all this, one may
wonder why this show wasn't
a hit. Well, one of the main
reasons is that the humor is so
much different than that of the
moviet not to mention too

highbrow for the average television viewer. One has to really pos~ess a good knowledge
of popular culture to appreciate many of the jokes throughout the episodes. Many fans
were disappointed by its lack
of vulgarity and the average
viewer didn't appreciate the
humor. resulting in the low
ratings. However, as the
shows progress they get better
and better, meaning that if
ABC had stuck to their guns
instead of canceling the show
then "Clerks" might have
found
an
audience.
Unfortunately, this wasn't the

Sigourney Weaver Jennifer ~ove Hewitt and Gene Hackman
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case, and now w~ have merely
this awesome DVD to take its
place.
It is really worth a look
though, not only because
"Clerks" is funny, but also to
appreciate what it could have
been. This is not to say that all
the episodes are terrific.
Sometimes the dialogue feels
a bit contrived I think, and the
sequences of the show repetitive, especially in the first
three episodes. Nevertheless,
the pros definitely outweigh
the cons, and the latter
episodes do get better as it
goes on.
"Clerks" is a prime example of an innovative show
gone down-hill because of
networks,
ratings
and
American's either misunderstanding of the show or the
simple unwillingness .to try
something new. Television
does bite for the most part,
and personally I am glad that
"Clerks" is now on video so it
can develop a real fan base
among those who can appreciate it more. In summary, it is
definitely a rental DVD,
maybe even worth buying.
"Clerks" is funny and clever,
but not everyone will get it.
Kevin Smith is currently
working on his next film, Jay
and Silent Bob Strike Back,
and with any luck, that will
attract a larger audience then
this under-appreciated gem.
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LEAD STORIES
-- In a dispatch from a Chicago convention of "furries"
(people, mostly men, obsessed with animals or animal
characters), Vanity Fair magazine (March issue) profiled several people as typical of the 400 attendees:
some who dress as animals (so passionately as to
"become" the animal), or are sexually attracted to
those who dress as animals, or are sexually attracted to
stuffed animals ("plushies"), or who otherwise identify intensely, though nonsexually, with animals. Said
one, "If a (high school animal) mascot walked into a
room surrounded by naked women, I'd be thinking
about the mascot." Furries typically scratch each other
gently as a sign of affection and refer to nonfurries as
"mundanes."
-- When Brian O'Dea, 52, touted his high-level marijuana-smuggling experience in his newspaper ad seeking a legitimate executive job, his phone "started ringing off the hook," according to a February report in
Toronto's National Post (which ran O'Dea's ad on Feb.
19). O'Dea, who did a prison stint during the 1990s,
emphasized his experience with "security" and international markets (and his ability to speak three languages) and his management of a $100 million enterprise employing 120 people.
-- Leonardo da Vinci's "The Last Supper" was the platform used in art pieces that opened in two cities in
February to predictable controversy, in that Jesus was
portrayed as a nude black woman ("Yo' Mama's Last
Supper") by photo artist Renee Cox at the Brooklyn
Museum of Art and as Mrs. Butterworth ("The Last
Pancake Brealµast") by painter Dick Detzner at the
Chicago Athenaeum (Schaumburg, Ill.). Cox said her
work aimed to challenge the Catholic church's treatment of women; Detzner's piece was part of his ongoing work on corporations' dominance of society.

People Different From Us
-- Gary A. Wysong, 39, was arrested on an obscenity
charge at the electronics department of a Meijer store
in Middleton, Ohio, in January. According to police,
Wysong popped his own hard-core pornography tape
into one of the VCRs on sale and watched it for about
five minutes before security officers, seeing that it was
making other customers nervous, asked him to stop.
Officers detained him for police when he ignored their
request.

The New Pollution Industries
-- High priest of the Santeria religion Richard Rossie
was arrested in Palm Beach, Fla., in January after he
allegedly dumped a box of chicken carcasses (recently
used in Santeria ceremonies) into the environmentally
protected Intracoastal Waterway, where they were to
be received by the ocean god Yemoja). And in January,
a leak of 6,000 gallons of mineral oil at the Los
Alamos National Laboratory seeped through the floor
and drenched $2 million worth of lasers ·in a basement
lab (Santa Fe, N.M.). And five days later, an
Environmental Protection Agency field office revealed
that an accidental overflow of 300 gallons of homeheating oil at an EPA research facility caused a minor
leak into adjacent Narragansett Bay (Narragansett,

R.I.).
Courtroom Antics
-- The Supreme Court of Canada reinstated child
pornography charges in January against retired city
planner John Robin Sharpe, 67, forcing a new trial on
two counts of possession (one of which involves his
own writings, "Flogging, Fun, and Fortitude: A
Collection of Kiddie Classics"). Sharpe was unrepentant, however, demanding that kids be able to control
their own bodies: "Do you think God made a mistake
in the fact that kids reach puberty about (age) 12?" he
asked a radio interviewer. "What is the purpose of that
if not for kids to enjoy sex or have sex?"
-- In February, the lawyer for former FBI agent David
Farrall said Farrall was not drunk the night he accidentally killed two people with his car on 1-95 in Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., that the .14 blood-alcohol reading
was faulty, and that Farrall intended to prove that in a
test in which he would drink and eat exactly the same
thing he had consumed on the night in question
(according to the bar receipt). In order to conduct tQe

test, Farrall needed his judge's permission to drink
alcohol, which is forbidden by the terms of his pretrial release.
-- In January, Judge Dame Elizabeth Butler-Sloss of
Britain's High Court announced that prominent killers
Jon Venables and Robert Thompson, both now age 18,
who have been in juvenile detention for eight years
since sadistically murdering a 2-year-old boy, would
be released within the year, given new identities to
protect them from vigilantes, and freed without further
penalty (except the penalty vowed by the victim's
father, who said he would hunt them down). ·
-- Judge Peter Leveque recused himself from a case of
sexual assault by a teen-age boy against a 3-year-old
girl in Calgary, Alberta, in January after describing the
case to a prosecutor merely as one in which "a young
person had raging hormones." And Montgomery
County, Pa., lawyer Roger B. Reynolds withdrew from
a child sexual abuse case in January after quarreling,
during a teen-age girl's testimony, with her concept of
"bad touch"; said Reynolds, "(N)one of my women
(ever) thought it was bad."
-- Recurring Theme: In March, a federal judge in
Washington, D.C., ruled that Russell Weston, the paranoid schizophrenic charged with killing two U.S.
Capitol police officers in 1998, could be forcibly medicated to attempt to stabilize his illness so that he
might assist in his defense. Until the judge's decision,
Weston's lawyers resisted the medication because once
he goes to trial and is convicted, he is a good candidate
for the death penalty, whereas if he continued to reject
medication, he would likely deteriorate and never be
well enough to stand trial (though ethically, physicians
say, a doctor should never purposely make a patient
worse). Weston is not the first person recently so conflicted; News of the Weird reported on an accused
murderer housed since 1996 at Bridgewater State
Hospital in Massachusetts for the same reason ..

1

•

Least Competent People
-- Emery S. Pluff, 59, of South St. Paul, Minn., was
arrested in February for allegedly robbing and molesting his wife (which he did, police said, pretending he
was a stranger). For reasons not yet apparent, Pluff
allegedly faked going to work on the morning of Jan.
30 and instead donned a black cape and a Halloween
mask the family kept in the garage and entered the
house, where he surprised his wife and dragged her
into a back room. She apparently was not the least bit
puzzled by her perpetrator's identity and asked Emery
repeatedly why he was doing this. According to police,
Emery replied, "I'm not Emery." Police said Emery
then took some money from his wife and fled, winding up at work, where he was arrested.

Thinning the Herd
-- A high-school senior was killed, apparently playing
a game of chicken with a San Francisco Municipal
Railway street car (40 tons) just after midnight on Jan.
3. A 22-year-old man was accidentally shot to death on
Christmas Eve after he placed a plastic cup on top of
his head and consented to his friend's request to try to
shoot it off (Aurora, Colo.). A 24-year-old man was
killed in a police chase that reached 105 mph, begun
when the man drove over lawns in a residential neighborhood at 3 a.m. and ended when the man drove
through three fences and accidentally off a cliff
(Plainview, Texas).

'·
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Tanning Salon

Also, in the Last Month ...
-- A University of Mississippi pharmacy professor
continued to seek drug company funds for trials to test
his mild "medicinal marijuana" suppositories. A 37year-old man was arrested and charged in connection
with the recent disappearance, one at a time, of more
than 100 ~tepladders in a small town (Jeffersonville,
Ind.). A 38-year-old man was arrested, and his warehoused arsenal of guns seized, after he was spotted in
a city park taking target practice at a photo of his
mother-in-law (Brooklyn, N.Y.). Two high school
teachers were suspended and charged with giving a
student higher grades in exchange for price breaks on
groceries at a store where the . student is a clerk
(Canonsburg, Pa.).
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Dear Sexpert,
I have this problem. I'm moving to California because of a job
opportunity that bas been given to me. My girlfriend of 4 years
does not want to come with me. I lo,·e her dearly and wish she
would reconsid.er. Is there any way to change her mind?.
- Leaving my Love, 22
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Well, the answer on this one is to just sit down and talk to her. Bui,
when you talk to her, go into the conversation with the attitude of just
wanting to talk, not trying to change her mind. If you go into the conversation with the attitude of trying to change her mind, I guarantee
you that a very bitter argument will ensue. When you talk ask her
questions, lots of questions. Don't let her stick to the answer of "I just
don't want to." Ask her things like "Is your major offered somewhere
near where I'm moving to?" or "Do you not want to leave your family/friends?" Try to find the cause of her reluctance to leave. If you can
do this it will be easier to persuade her to leave with you. Good luck
and I hope all goes well.
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I think hooking up with people is better than having relationships. My friends see this as a bad thing and constantly argue
with me about this subject. What do you think of this situation?
Is it wrong of me·to have these beliefs about relationships?
-Hooked on Hookups, 20
The situation can be looked at in many ways. I personally think
that your friends are just looking out for you. Making sure you do not
get hurt or get a disease. They just want what is best for you. But,
whether or not liking hooking up is wrong, that is another question.
In my opinion I don't think it is wrong. This is why. Certain things
must be looked at to see where I'm coming from in this subject. First,
people have had bad times in relationships in the past. Or their parents had an unstable relationship. Sometimes traumatic relationships
steer you away from wanting to have one. Also, at this time in one's
life, having a boyfriend/girlfriend for years and years really narrows
what you think you like in a person. Marrying young and fast, in my
opinion is the leading cause of our disgustingly high divorce rate. But,
in hooking up you have no ties or commitment to that person so you
almost have a totally objective view of their personality while still
being physically intimate with them. Finally, if done in a responsible
way (background checks and tests) hooking up can be a great way to
explore ones sexuality. We all have likes and dislikes when it comes
to sex, but how many of us can sit down and list them? This is a way
to get in touch with ones sexuality. So, to answer your question I don't
think it is wrong to like hooking up. But you must be responsible and
know that you are putting yourself in a situation with some very serious consequences. I wish you the best and hope that you can see
where your friends are coming from on this one.

Have a problem?
l\leed advice?
Write to the
!iexpert 11Vith any
questions you 01ay

have about sex, love
or relationships.

!iend an email to:
!iexpertAdvice@aol.caDI
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STAFF WRITER

G Love and Special
Sauce know how to throw
a party. Like any good
host, G Love warmly welcomes his guests, shows
them a great time and
keeps the party going until
it gets broken up-literally.
The three-piece band
drew an energetic full
house at the House of
Blues last Saturday with
their smooth blend of
blues, soul and hip-hop.
They have been performing together since
1993 and witb time, they
have managed to capture
the best of both worlds: to
remain underground but
still have a strong enough
fan base to fill large
venues like House of
Blues.
, Local musicians Beef
Wellington
and
Swamburger opened the
show with an amazing set
of pure 70s funk grooves.
These guys blew me away.
Not only are they extremely tight lyrically and musically, but also lyricist
Swamburger's theatrical
stage presence is so great
to watch. Between songs
he took time to rip on
everyone in Orlando, from
County
Commissioner
Rich Crotty's ban on dancing to Mayor Glenda
Hood.
If you are tired of the
same old sound from local
bands, check out these
incredibly talented musicians at Phat N' Jazzy on
March 28 at Sapphire in
downtown Orlando. I guarantee you won't be disappointed.
There couldn't have
been a better choice for an
opening
band
than
Swamburger and Beef
Wellington. They ~et the
tone pe.rfectly for G Love
and Special Sauce's mellow, funk-infused set.
I've seen G Love perform twice, and both
times, they managed to
incorporate everything I
love about live shows into
their performances. They
have fun, the crowd has
fun, the music sounds
great and if you're lucky,
the venue doesn't cut them
off early (more on that
later).
G Love's songwriting
comes across as overly

simplistic, but it's done in a song, one of the bands roadvery deliberate way. Their ies inconspicuously slid a
music is like down-home piece of paper in front of G
southern
cooking-basic Love's feet. What was it? A
and unpretentious but so message from the HOB staff
satisfying.
saying that they needed to
Musically, the band also wrap things up because a
keeps things simple with . second show was scheduled
only three members: G
Love provides lead vocals,
harmonica and guitar,
"The Houseman" Jeffrey
Clemens adds back up
vocals and drums and Jimi
"Jazz" Prescott plays. bass.
Each song tells a little
story about growing up in
Pbiladelphia, remembering summers spent in the
neighborhood, or shooting
hoops after school. Newer
songs reveal his new life
on the road, groupies who
want a piece of the band
and G Love's reflections
on music.
Their current tour is to
promote the bands eighth
release, which is scheduled
to be released next month,
but the best thing about
their live performances is
that the majority of their
songs date back all the way
to their first release, which
is a real treat for fans.
When I heard the open-·
ing
bars
to
"Cold
Beverage," a song off their
1994 self-titled release, I
jumped out of my seat.
Only G Love could make
an ode to . the joys of
refreshing drinks. He raps,
"When I'm fishing/ Let's
keep one thing clear/ The
bait's
over
there/The
brew's right here/ Two six
packs and a big bag of
ice/Didn't even catch a
bite/But the brew tasted
nice."
Other highlights of their
set included old favorites
"This Ain't Livin"' and
"Shooting Hoops," and
newer songs "Numbers,"
"Rock
and
Roll,"
"Stepping Stone" and
"Rodeo Clowns." The band
also played several brand ·I
new songs, which sounded
similar to their last release,
Philadelphonic.
The band sounded great,
in their trademark laidback style. Their set was
bordering on three hours
and could have kept going
for at least another halfhour, if House of Blues
hadn't stepped in.
Halfway through a

for the evening. The band
laughed the message off, but
finished up their set with
two more songs.
It was an abrupt ending to
a great night, but in a way,
isn't that the best way for a
band to end a show, with

fans cheering for more?
Lucky for us, we can
catch G Love and Special
Sauce every Thursday night
as the house band for the
weekly Comedy Central
television show, "Turn Ben
Stein On."
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The night was Tues., March 6.
The place was the Wired Cafe . .The
time was 8 p.m. What event could
have possibly occurred at this time
and place? A cheerleader orgy?
Public execution? Perhaps a Star
Trek convention? While these are
all highly intriguing possibilities,
except the last one, the reality was
that on Tuesday night stand-up
comedian Michael Dean Ester
decided to visit the UCF campus.
Michael Dean Ester? Who is
that? Michael Dean Ester is a veteran of the campus comedy circuit
and New York comedy clubs.
Additionally, Ester has been featured both on E !, Comedy Central
and the 1998 comedy Senseless.
Despite the credentials, the question
at hand is how was the show on that

fateful night?
Florida" routine but quickly moved Needless to say, this is a question
To begin the tale, I was at first to topics such as relationships and that none of the females present
somewhat skeptical upon hearing jobs. The best part of the show, and could answer.
Michael Dean Ester is a very talthat a stand-up comedian was per- the area where Ester really shined,
forming. I have seen many a stand- was his interaction with the audi- ented comedian who presented an
up acts crash and bum in the past, ence. Allowing certain audience enjoyable show. The only complaint
and because of this I was somewhat members to tell him personal is that there were not nearly enough
hesitant. However, this all changed things, which throughout the show people present. Only around 35 peowhen I walked in the Wired Cafe _ he incorporates into his act. Another ple showed up which was surprisand began to listen to Michael Dean thing that one could easily notice ing. The Wired Cafe is by no means
Ester's act. All in all, he was actual- was that Michael Dean Ester is very the UCF Arena or anything, but it
ly pretty refreshing, a nice change good at improvisation. Once some- could easily have fit twice that numfrom people like Chris Rock and one would tell him something, Ester ber. If and when Michael Dean
Dennis Miller. Ester's comedy is could immediately put it into some Ester comes back to either Orlando
very much catered to the audience sort of humorous quip. Ester's little or UCF, he is very highly recomhe is performing for. In other words, social commentaries throughout the mended. Not only is he a change
since the crowd in the Wired Cafe show were a huge highlight as well. from the profanity-laden comedians
was made up of mostly college stu- For example, he would ask the audi- that inhabit television today, but
dents, the comedy reflects things ence questions such as, "When does also his stand-up is actually funny, a
that "our people" would understand. a conversation move away from quality that is sometimes hard to
He began with the typical "I'm in chit-chat and become flirting?" find.
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Ricky May Be Loca For Latvian
Latin star Ricky Martin has gone Latvian ,
the singer has been shaking his bon-bon with
Baltic beauty Ines Misan, a woman with a past.
The pair, who met a few months ago in New
York, were spotted two weeks ago at a music
festival in San Remo, Italy. On Sunday, they
were photographed holding hands in London.
They're due to jet off soon to Germany, where
Martin will plug his new album, "Sound
Loaded."
A rep for the "She Bangs" singer says
Misan is "his friend at the moment and I can't
confirm that she's his girlfriend, but they've
been seeing each other."
A true romance with Misan would give the
lie to rumors that Loca-livin' Ricky prefers the
company of men. But some say Martin, 29,
needs to be careful with his heart.
Ines, 37, made headlines in 1997 when she
was sued by her millionaire ex-boyfriend John
Lattanzio. The older Wall Street trader alleged
they'd been making wedding plans, but, having
been spumed, wanted her to return $500,000 in
cash and jewelry he'd given her.
Misan, who once starred in a low-budget
film titled "The Gold Mine," called his suit an
"insult." She claimed Lattanzio had asked her to
have his child, but that he didn't expect to marry
her.
In the end, Misan got to keep a diamond
necklace, diamo_nd rings and a crocodile purse ,
but agreed to fork over a 9-carat diamond and
platinum ring worth $290_,000.
We're sure such grubbiness would never
pollute Misan's tender relationship with Martin.
All the same, he shouldn't expect her to part
easily with any glimmering trinkets he might
bestow on her.
"It's like giving a child a candy and ripping
it right out of his mouth once he's sucking it,
said Misan at the time of her battle with
Lattanzio. "I get attached to gifts, especially
diamonds. I'm a beautiful woman. "

include a poem and an essay by the former first
lady.
"One of the greatest gifts my brother and I
received from my mother was a love of literature and language," Caroline, who will write the
book's foreword, said yesterday in a statement.
"I am happy to be able to share some of the
poems she loved, and I hope they will bring the
same joy to others·as they have to our family."

by George Rush and Joanna Molloy
SWEET ON JULIA
Julia Roberts is being paid the highest compliment by an Oscar rival.
"Ch9colat" star Juliette Binoche, who faces
Roberts in the Best Actress category, plans to
cast her vote for the "Erin Brockovich" star,
according to Harvey Weinstein, whose
Miramax Films released "Chocolat."
Weinstein tells us: "Juliette asked me, 'Who
should I vote for?' I said, 'Julia!' We're both voting for her. I competed with [Steven] Spielberg
[Miramax's "Shakespeare in Love" famously
upset "Saving Private Ryan" a couple of years
ago], but I won't compete with Julia." ·
Don't kid yourself. Weinstein is doing
everything he can to see that "Chocolat" wins
Best Picture.
P.S. He's also campaigning for a cure for
AIDS. He'll be among the ArnFar supporters
wearing a Bulgari-designed 18-karat gold AIDS
ribbon pin on Oscar night.

FINAL WORD ON DOWNEY
Author Georgia Durante's sadness at the
death of her friend Morton Downey Jr. on
Monday is tempered by relief. She's been at his

A PRINCE-LY MIX
Call him die Fresh Prince of Wales. Britain's
Prince Charles turned deejay yesterday when he
visited a center for homeless youth in London.
"Dig that crazy rhythm!" the 52-year-old
heir to the throne shouted as he mixed DJ DeeKline's dance hit "I ·Don't Smoke" with "Little
Man" by Long Lost Brother.
Tribune Media Services
The funky noble also tried his hand at
turntable "scratching" and, pressing his earside for months, taping his memories and is 300 phones to his head, exclaimed: "Are you
insane?"
pages into his bio.
The youth center is supported by the Prince
"One day I walked in there and said, 'I'm
going to have you cry today,' and he said, 'No . of Wales Trust, which had its 25th anniversary
way.' After telling me about his sister who was . fund-raiser on Monday night at St. James
murdered in a mental institution, a brother who Palace.
All the fun couples were there: Charles and
committed suicide, and another who disapCamilla Parker Bowles, Sting and Trudie Styler,
peared, he was sobbing."
Durante wants to reveal the well-born Elton John and David Furnish. Oh, and Mick
Downey's soft side. After all, she says, "He Jagger and Jerry Hall. The happily divorced
grew up with the Kennedys in Hyannis Port" couple arrived arm-in-arm, but don't think any
reconciliation is in the wind.
and wasn't as angry as he seemed.
"I'm getting used to being single," Jagger
Her own story is a tough act to follow: In
her memoir "The Company She Keeps," the said the other day. "I spend most nights cuddled
blond beauty recounts how she posed for teen up to my hot-water bottle. I've got a cashmere
magazine ·covers by day and drove for the mob Burberry cover for it."
Not that he has any trouble :finding a bedat night, only to become a Hollywood stunt dri- ,
mate. The 57-year-old Rolling Stone, linked
ver today.
Well-versed, Jackie 0-style Caroline most recently with model Sophie Dahl, recentKennedy Schlossberg is collaborating with her ly got his bum pinched on the dance floor of a
late mother on a book. The Camelot pnncess is London club.
"I got groped! I got groped!" he exclaimed.
gathering "The Best Loved Poems of
Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis," as the volume "It was great!"
The young woman who did the pinching
will be called, for publication in October.
Besides verse by Rudyard Kipling, Robert Fiost told friends: "His bottom seemed firm and
and Emily Dickinson, the Hyperion book will rather pert. "
~.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass on Sunday, Maroh 25, 8 p.m.
Student Union, 316CD
Bishop Norbert Dorsey presiding
All are welcome!
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-ccm
(407) 657-6114 x226

NOW OPEN
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Make plans now, Auditions in Tampa will be held :

Wednesday April 4, 2001

'

BUSCH
GAllDENS®
TAMPA BAY, FLORIDA

Call our Audition Hotline
Seeking: enthusiastic performers/musicians,
especially percussionists & saxophonists.
(813) 987-5164
Visit us on the world wide web
Phis Singers, Dancers, Actors, Costumed
TampaTalent.com
· Characters &Technicians.
Busclt Gardens is w1 Equal Opportw1ity F.mployer M/F/DIY.
Busch Gardens is a drug free workplace.
Full Time Positions with Awesome Benefits
* Company paid holidays and vacation time
Video Taped Auditions
accepted! If you are unable to make it in person,
* Medical, dental, vision and prescriptions Aresend us vour
best on video. Be sure to include a recent
* Additional opportunities
headshot and resume. Sorry, we don't return tapes!
Mail to: Busch Gardens Auditions, Entertainment Dept,
*Master classes and workshops
P.O. Box9158Tampa, FL336i4-9l58
~adly

JOIN US PO~m

~

Would you be interested and available for a
seasonal position this fall for evenings? Speaking
and non-speaking positions available. Back stage
and guest assistance positions also available.
Become a member of the "Creature Crew!"

Halloween Auditions: Monday April 9, 6 pm to 9 pm
<

America's Supermarket®

. Come Join Our City-Wide Celebratio;n and
Save $2.00 on Your Ne~t Shopping Trip!

0

with this certificate and your order
of $20 or more.
.

EXcludes alcohol. tobacco. gift certificates. money orders.

--- -

postage stamps or Lottery. ExpireG Monday, April 30. 2001.
Limit one certificate per person per order.
Must be presented at time of purchase.
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Aries (March 21-April 20)
Key career discussions
will now yield worthwhile
results, Aries: before midweek expect a colleague or
previously reluctant friend
to now offer positive ideas
and strongly defined
goals. Communications,
new information sources
and unique messages from
authority figures may now
contribute to success.
After Wednesday a close
friend may be moody or.
despondent. Don't be
drawn in to unusual
romantic triangles, Aries:
solving a friend's ongoing
social problems will not
be easy this week.

Past social patterns and family relationships are at issue this week,
Cancer. Early Tuesday expect loved
ones tC} be open to sensitive information and delicate home discussions.
Yesterday's rules, social dynamics or
family decisions may be a major concern, Cancer: stay sharp and carefully
consider all long-term consequences.
After Wednesday financial facts, figures and calculations may be misleading: expect minor mistakes to cause
ongoing delays.

Cancer (June 22-July 22)

hints, gestures or unexpectedly
revealed information. Thoroughly (·
check all sources, Virgo: accuracy and
timing will be . important. Late
Thursday social planning or group 0
events may be postponed. Not to
worry, however: new friends and
revised activities will again captivate
your attention early next week.
(-:0

Libra (September 23-0ctober 23)
Your wisdom and social insight are
accented this week, Libra: over the ('
Virgo (August 23-September 22)
This week, Virgo, watch authority next few days· expect colleagues, team
figures and key colleagues for quick leaders and close friends to increase Ill
Leo (July 23-August 22)
A fresh social contact will now advances, fast political revisions or their trust in your abilities. Some
bring added interest and excitement subtle information: valuable opportu- Librans may also encounter a rare
into your life, Leo. Late Tuesday nities may soon arrive in the .form of opportunity in promotions, legal work, ~

Taurus
(April 21-May 20)
Dreams, flashes of
ins .~ht and intuitive information will be important
sources of wisdom early
this week: pay attention to
all subtle ideas or hunches.
Areas strongly affected are
romantic commitments,
repeated family patterns,
social power struggles and
mild disagreements with
relatives. After Thursday a
common understanding is
available: remain patient
and ask loved ones to
· explain their comments
and intentions. A delicate
week, Taurus: avoid probing ·questions, if at all possible.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Romantic and social
politics will be delicate
this week, Gem, but
extremely
productive.
Before Wednesday the
romantic overtures of a
potentiai lover will backfire. This is an excellent
time to imprint your own
style or take control in a
new romance. Be creative
and enjoy the subtle attention of previously shy
After
loved
ones.
Thursday watch also for a
manager or authority figure to avoid direct questions and leave key decisions to the group. A
demanding few days,
Gem: stay balanced.

expect new communications or quickly arriving group invitations. Many
Leos will soon expand their social
connections, daily activities and
employment potential. Welcome new
relationships, Leo: this is a strong time
for social growth and romantic passion. Later this week revised financial·
information may require sudden decisions: watch official paperwork for
time sensitive mistakes.

''i

Bring your

teaching degree t~

Ii rn1a
Ill

"

In California you'll have more choices for school locations, teaching environments, climate, sports,
entertainment and places to live than in any other state. And you'll be welcomed with open arms
and minds eager to learn. We need you here. To learn how easy it is to get here, call toll-free
1-888-CalTeach or visit our website at www.calteach.com.
•
•
•
•
•

Competitive starting salaries and benefits
Smaller class sizes in schools statewide
Housing and cost of living incentives
Strong community support for teachers
Beautiful and diverse cli.mate and scenery

1•

left Coast. Right Job.SM .
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advertising or publishing. Expect fast gains here, Libra:
superiors will now -recognize your talents and leadership potential. After Thursday find extra time for lovers
or recently isolated relatives: your emotional loyalty
will be appreciated.
Scorpio (October 24-November 21)
Long-term romantic attractions will now be easily
actualized, Scarp: early Tuesday expect key relationships to experience an intensely seductive phase.
Previously withheld affections will now be quickly
revealed: be prepared for a few moments of awkward
flirting and compelling romantic passion. After Friday
·minor employment or financial delays may be bothersome. Poorly timed projects may now require fast revisions arid new schedules: stay alert to unexpected reversals.
Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)
Late Wednesday, Sage, a team leader or close colleague may rely heavily on your ability to· communicate
unusual or sensitive information to others. Key routines,
unique duties or quickly changing roles may be a prime
theme. Pace yourself and do all that is required, Sage:
social and interpersonal tensions will be unpredictable
over the next 11 days. After Thursday a subtle romantic
flirtation is highlighted: expect someone close to offer
rare invitations or gently persuasive gestures.

•

.
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Capricorn (December 22-January 20)
Work communications or revised schedules may be
disruptive early this week, Cap. Over the next few days
expect key officials or managers to change daily rules or
announce new assignments. All is well, Cap, so not to
worry. Do, however, avoid a public display of your feelings or misgivings: although temporary, political tensions -may be high. After Thursday social or romantic
relationships may be briefly conflicted: changed plans,
revised commitments and ~new messages are accented.
Aquarius (January 21-February 19)
Romantic and family attachments are now deeply
felt, Aquarius: Monday through Thursday expect loved
ones or close relatives to be unusually expressive or
provide unique insights into their social and romantic
motives. Much of this will be highly informative,
Aquarius: remain open and let others explain their longterm intentions. After mid-week an unexpected message
may also arrive: cancelled plans, quick home decisions
or new money commitments may be on the agenda.

Clb la•d ApplicaliDIS Availablcl
DIC Allril41b
Pick-IP AllPlicaliDIS ii ISl SI 314.
Positions Available:
Sllldent Directar
Cinema
Cancens
Plpular Entcnalnmelt
lanccMara*8
Mic lclalllns

Speakers

Special bents

Spcctac1lar billds
Vida Prld11Ct11ns
ClllnlArts

Pisces (February 20-March 20)
Family routines and home activities may be draining
over the next few days, Pisces. Remain dedicated to previously trusted plans: this is not a good time to introduce controversial ideas, fresh expectations or revised
schedules. Loved ones now feel committed to daily routines and long established social obligations; Pisces:
stay balanced. After Friday financial messages are unreliable: expect officials and large agencies to _offer vague
explanations or inaccurate calculations.
if your birthday is this week... expect health improvements in the lungs, kidneys or circulation over the coming 4 weeks. Before mid-April a sharp increase in .fitness, sensuality and social enthusiasm will create a new
era of emotional involvement and romantic interest.
Some Aries natives may also enc_ounter a rare romantic
proposal or mildly unethical invitation. If so, Aries,
expect complex social politics and unexpected romantic
announcements for the next 3 to 4 months. July, August
and September accent travel, cultural awareness and
financial planning: enjoy creative activities and new
explorations.

,_
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Crossword

'"

ACROSS
1 Deep pile fabric
6 Russian ruler
1O Fateful day for
Caesar
14 Principal artery
15 Latvia's capital
16 Ancient Briton
17 Wise men
18 State; Fr.
19 Fencer's foil
20 Refines ore
22 Choler
23 Bi rd of peace
24 Bolshevik leader
26 River frolicker
27 Kett of the comics
30 Subjugate
33 Canceled the
launch
35 Flyer
39 Droop
40 Before, poetically
41 Bo's number
42 Barcelona gold
43 Apprentice
45 Foes
.47 Agreeing silently
49 Otherwise
50 Light-show light
53 Martin or
McQueen
55 Declare
56 Old salt
58 Indian state in the
Himalayas
62 Sharp tasting
63 Pop quiz
65 Groovy!
66 Outmoded sound
system
67 Asp victim, briefly
68 Sen. Kefauver
69 Maxwell or
L.anchester
70 Support
71 Goblet parts
1

.'

2
3
4
5
6

7

DOWN
Free admission
Fertile soil
Advocate
Astral
Waste maker?
Three in Italia
Non-violent
protests

Henry Rollins
Speaks His Mind
MATT PHIPPS
STAFF WRITER

© 2001

3/21/01

Tribune Media Services, Inc
All rights reserved.

8 Culture medium
9
1O
11
12
13

21
25
26

27
28

29
31
32
34

36
37
38
44

46

48
50

Evaluate
Cool refresher
station
Ecole attendee
Herd member
Assumed a
scornful
expression
Truly
Sheeplike
Bridge position
Ski lift
Forum wear
Underlying
Retaliates
Choirvoice
Work hard
Mine finds
Got up
Disinclination to
act
Most easily
imposed on
Lebanon
neighbor
Wood-shaping

Most of us have heard of the Rollins Band and Black Flag. The
punk/hardcore riffs mixed with the honest and in your face vocals of
front man Henry Rollins. But, not to many people know about his spoken word career. Now that his twelfth spoken word CD had been
released, A Rollins in the Wry, some of that will change. Henry Rollins
brings his passion for music to the storytelling arena. His in your face
lyrics have now been replaced by humor and satire while all the while
keeping his honesty and opinionated views about every one and everything. Some tracks on his latest spoken word CD include "Israel", a story
of when he went to that country, and "Clintonese" , a story about our last
president Bill Clinto.q. All in all I thought the CD was great. I think it is
great to see a ffil:!Sician spread his/her talents to different arena of media. A Rollins
in the Wry is a great example of just that, it
is a change in gears of what musical we,are
used to from this · man and I think that is
what makes it great. If I were to give this
CD a grade I think it would get an A in my
book, and I encourage anyone to at least
listen to the album.
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59 "God Bless

America'' singer
Smith
60 News bit
61 Rolling stone's
lack
64 Swab
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Call 407-851-3800

l-----------------------w_w__w_.t_ro_p_i_c_al_fo_r_d_.c_o_m_· ~--------------------.I
TROPICAL FORD, INC.
9900 s. Orange Blossom. Trail

I
I (407)
Orlando, FL 32837
851-3800
I Pay to the
I 0nteror UCF STUDENTS & ALUMNI

Expires: July 31st, 2001

~900.00*

: NINE HUNDRED AND 00/100

II
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0o11ars OFF!
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MANNY ME~BllJE:
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*Includes dealer rebate, if any, plus $400.00 College Grad Rebate
Please contact Sales for details ... (407) 851-3800. Offer valid
on the Purchase of 2001 model Ford Focus & Ranger only!

I
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DON'T
.
S. T.R.l.K.E. OUT!
.

.

J1f[Wi

SQUASH IT OUT!
~ Each year smoking kills more people than,

~ alcohol, drug abuse, car crashes, murders,
suicides- combined!
~ Smoking is a major cause of heart disease,
~ lung cancer, bronchitis, emphysema, and stroke.
And contributes to the severity of colds and
pneumonia.
~
.
Approximately of one-fifth of all
. . _ . , deaths in the U.S. can be blamed
on smoking.
~ I in 5 college students are
..._.,. daily cigarette users.
~ Short-term use .of smokeless tobacco
. _ _ , can cause cracked lips, with spots,
sores, and bleeding in the mouth.

NO ··

~

Tobacco use remains the leading, preventable
..._.,. cause of death in the U.S., causing more than
400,000 deaths per year.

-

39.7% of college men and 29.7% of college women
· · use tobacco (cigarettes, cigars, and smokeless)

S.T.R.l.K.E. program is housed at the
Campus Wellness Center TR 617
(407)823-5841

We want to
.make you
I
.
h.app1er.
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McCain
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Pa·d Trai

1

Membership Sales Reps
Do you want to spend your days at the beach but still need to
make money, or work part-time while going to school? Train for
one week and pick a schedule that works for you. Great starting
wage and excellent bonus potential.

•

Happy Hour

2 FOR 1 DRAUGHTS

Be

2·7 Weekdays

We are accepting candidates for our next PAID TRAINING classes
beginning March 26th. Learn all aspects of selling travel benefits.
Must be PC literate with a typing speed of 30 WPM. Train now

and pick a schedule that works for you.
We offer a casual work environment, medical, dental and
supplemental insurance plus paid vacation, sick time, and a 401 k
plan. We are Central Florida's #1 fastest growing company with
tons of opportunity for growth. Please fax resume to 888-320-4181
or call 407-660-7800, press Oand ask for the recruiting department.

•

Feeling Hungry ?... Check Us Out II I

Get a Real Job!

--~~-~GLOBAL TRAVEL INTERNATIONAL
w w w . g I a b, a I t r a v e I c· o m
9

(w/ Valid Student ID)

Pitchers
of Beer
After S:OOpm
Saturdays &
Sundays

All Day & Night
Saturdays

12269 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817 • 407.282.0505

•)

·"l

•)

Ac'CENT

Only

s5J 988

·.\

loaded w/standard features

Lowest

Interest
Rates &

Highest
Trade-Ins
Ev·e r! .

10 YEAR, 100,000 MILE
POWERTRAIN WARRANTY!!
5 YEAR, 60,000 MILE
BUMPER TO BUMPER WARRANTY!!

BEST I THE I DUST ·Y!

New '01

Only

ELANTRA
auto, a/c, stereo and more!

0

s9I 9 8 8

2 GREAT LOCATIONS • SAME LOW PRICE

B0 B

PICK THE ONE CLOSEST TO YOU!

D A N C E H Y U N D A I. B 0 B

ll•>lf!IUflf':i':W:'Cb®Q

•)

f)

DA NCE HY U N DA I
ORLANDO

•)

All Prices After Factory Rebate and Owner Loyalty Incentive. Plus tax & Tag Subject to prior sale.
.1

